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Local News

Sports

Checkmate

Homecoming game

New faces

Racers hoping to start drive
for OVC crown Saturday

Blood River association
installs new officers

Record number participate
in local chess tourney
See page 2
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News In Brief
Vocational Center to begin
adult class on retail sales
The Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a Retail Sales
course for adults seeking training. The class will begin on Monday. Oct. 27 at 1 p.m. and will be held Monday through Friday
from 1-5 p.m. for six weeks.
Retail Sales training includes 120 hours of extensive training in
employability skills, cash register skills, merchandising and
salesmanship techniques.
This program offers a 90 percent placement rate.
To enroll, telephone the Murray Area Vocational Center at
753-1870 and ask for Glenda Rowlett or Jim Lawson. The program
is available for JTPA and non-JTPA adults seeking training.

MHS Open House scheduled
The Murray High School PTO will sponsor an open house for
students and their families on Monday, Oct. 27, at 7 p.m.
According to 13/11 Wells, principal, the formatfor the Open House
has been changed this year.
Parents will be given a copy of their child's schedule as they
enter the building. Following a short welcome in the cafeteria by
PTO president Bill Payne, parents will visit each of the child's
classrooms, following the scheduled order, for 10 minutes. A bell
will ring to indicate the end of each 10-minute period.
Following classroom visitation, parents and students are invited
to return to the cafeteria for an address by Paul Radice, director
of School Relations at Murray State University,on "How To Choose
a College or University."
Refreshments will follow, and there will be ample time for informal conversation.

MSU Homecoming: something for all
Murray's downtown area will
be somewhat busier than usual
Saturday, Oct. 25, as the 146
units in Murray State University's traditional Homecoming
Parade begin their lineup.
The parade will form
downtown and proceed west
along Main Street past a judging
stand at Murray Middle School
on the way to the campus where
it will disband in the parking lot
of Sparks Hall.
Lineup will begin in the parking lots of the Bank of Murray,
Briggs and Stratton, Kenlake
Foods and on nearby side streets
and the parade will begin at Second and Main Streets at 9:30
a.m., according to Susan Shaffer
Zimmerman, Murray senior,
who is chairman of the
Homecoming Committee of the
University Center Board.
Ray Harm,a noted wildlife artist and conservationist, will be
the parade grand marshal.
Although not an MSU alumnus,
Harm has made three guest ap-

pearances to raise money for the
Alumni Association scholarship
funds. Approximately $12,000
has been raised with his help.
One of his paintings,
"Bluebird," was created
especially for Murray State and
Its effort to raise money
scholarships.
Approximately 15 members of
Coach Carlisle Cutchin's 1935-36,
1936-37 and 1937-38 basketball
teams will ride in the parade.
The teams hold university
records for most wins (27 in
1937-38), best winning percentage (.920 in 1935-36 with 23 wins
and two losses) and longest winning streak overall (16 in 1935-38
and 1936-37) and on the road
(nine in 1935-38).
Five of Murray State's former
athletes and coaches will take
their place in the procession as
the newest inductees into 114SU's
Athletic Hall of Fame. Members
of the 1986 Hall of Fame class

Congressman's visit

By lime Asissebsted Press

WASHINGTON — Some legal scholars say Attorney General
Edwin Messes views on Supreme Court decisions and the Constitution would lead to chaos, while the head of the American Bar
Association says Meese's position would "shake the foundations"
of goveMment.
ORLANDO,Pls. — More than half of divorced parents continue
as long as five years after they split up to have angry relationships that may be harmful to their children, a study has found.
LONDON — Britain announced today it was breaking
diplomatic relations with Syria because of "conclusive evidence
of Syrian involvement" in a terorrist plot to plant a bomb on an
Israeli airliner.

Today's highlight in history: On Oct. 24, 1945, the United Nations officially came into existence as its charter took effect. The
world body began with 51 members, a figure that has tripled
since then.

Today's Indeic
One Section — 18 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
, Comics
14
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
4
Horoscope
Murray Today
4, 5, 6
Obituaries
16
Perspective
3
Royko Says
3
Sports
10, 11
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger 1.
limes by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1116 between 330 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday, a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

Occasional rain tonight.
Low in the mid 50e. East wind
5 to 10 mph. Chance of rain 90
percent. Occasional rain
Saturday tappering off by
afternoon.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for cloudy weather Sunday
and Monday with a chance of
showers and partly sunny
weather Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
355.5
'Kentucky Lake
350.5
Barkley Lake

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

HOMECOMING '86
A partial Wow et events

Friday, Oct. 24
9 p.m.-12 p.m.- Golden Memories Dance, Curris Center Ballroom
Saturday, Oct. 25
8:00 a.m.- Be guests of the University for a Welcome Home Coffee —
9:30 a.m. Curris Center Stables, Decade Classes are especially encouraged to attend.
9:30 a.m. HOMECOMING PARADE — Main St.
11:00 a.m.- HOMECOMING SMORGASBOARD Curris Center Battroom
12:30 p.m. Charge— $8.50 "Hotdogger Cartoon Fest' for kids — $2 Decade
classes will have special tables.
1:35 p.m. CROWNING OF HOMECOMING QUEEN
2:00 p.m. HOMECOMING GAME — MSU vs TENNESSEE TECH
POSTGAME OAKHURST RECEPTION
POSTGAME Greek Step Show — Curris Center
7:00 p.m. Minority Alumni Reception — Curris Center, Mississippi Room
9 p.m.-3:00 a.m. Dance for everyone, sponsored by Black Advisory Council; Ordway Hall
Alumni Registration or Homecoming Information:
CALL THE HOMECOMING HOTLINE — 78Z-2020

(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
OKLAHOMA CITY — President Reagan says Soviet leader.
Mikhail Gorbachev's latest pronouncement on arms control is
heartening, but the Soviets should now "move the ball forward"
on nuclear testing and arms reductions.
BONN, West Germany — One man swam the Elbe River and
knocked on a West German farm door in the middle of the night.
Two others climbed the Berlin Wall and strolled over a bridge
reserved for diplomats. The rash of escapes are tied to reports
that Communist border guards have been ordered not to shoot
fleeing civilians.
WASHINGTON — The government is acknowledging it ran up
a record $220 billion deficit for the fiscal year thatjust ended, but
officials say they expect a dramatically better showing next
year.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Eugene Hasenfus, an American
mercenary charged by the Sandinista government with terrorism and state security vioiations, pleads innocent before a
revolutionary tribunal.
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — An unattributed paragraph
In a small twice-weekly newspaper has set off an international
furor over claims that President Samora Machel's plane was
shot down, apparently by the South Africans.
WASHINGTON — Developing and publishing regulations for
Implementing the new overhaul ofthe income tax system is likely
to be one of the biggest paperwork operations ever for the federal
government.

alof *ter
"tit Iltr.

First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Mayfield) addresses members of the Murray Rotary Club Thursday afternoon
at their weekly meeting. Hubbard said the major accomplishment of the recently-adjourned 99th Congress was the passing of
the tax reform bill, although he said he voted against it because
he feels that taxpayers and local corporations will be hurt by the
new tax laws on closer inspection. He added that he hopes the tax
reform laws will help close some loopholes for the wealthy.

Speculative building
funding gets boost
By GENE McCU'TCHEON
Staff Writer
Funding for a proposed
speculative building in the
Economic Development Commission's industrial park received a boost last night in the form
of a $50,000 loan from the city's
general fund.
The loan approved by the city
council is to earn interest of six
percent per year over the twoyear loan period. The interest
earned will be contributed to the
police and fireman's pension
fund.
The EDC has proposed the
50,000-square-foot speculative
building as a lure to attract
more industrial prospects to the
community, according to
statements made by EDC president Buddy Buckingham

recently.
Last week,the Calloway County fiscal court agreed to participate in the $500,000 project
with an allocation of $25,000.
Half of the funding for the construction of the shell building is
expected to come from the Kentucky Industrial Finance
Authority with the remainder
coming in the form of loans from
local banks and from EDC
funds.
Several other cities that have
built speculative buildings
recently have been successful in
attracting industry to the community and selling the building
to that industry. EDC officials
hope to start construction of the
building here next spring.
(Cont'd se page 2)

Construction in Murray at record levels
By GENE MoCU'TCHEON
Men Writer
Construction in the city of
Murray has been at record
levels this year according to a
report given the Murray City
Council Thursday.
Phil Owens, building and fire
Inspector, told the council that

Fall back
to standard
time Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Standard time returns to
most of America this
weekend, as clocks are turned back one hour.
The change occurs officially at 2 a.m. Sunday, although
most people will simply turn
their clocks back before retiring Saturday night.
A few will forget, resulting
in their arrival at church or
other appointments an hour
early on Sunday.
Standard time remains in
effect until next April 5. That
return to daylight-saving
time comes three weeks
earlier than in the past, a
change enacted by Congress
this year.
The autumn switch to standard time takes place as the
days gradually become
shorter and less daylight is
available. The change moves
an hour of that light to the
(Cont'd sage 8)

permits have been issued for 89
projects with a total value of
$5,714,975 to date thLs year. (A
permit was expected to be
Issued today for a 90th project
with an estimated construction
cost of $130,000, pushing the total
for the year over $5.8 million.)
Total construction for the en-

tire year in 1985 amounted to an
estimated $2,559,884 — a record
for the city until this year's
building boom.
Owens said that new residential construction Is about the
same this year as last year indicating most of the increase in
1986 is in commercial

cianstruction.
Some of the major completed
projects which have contributed
to the increase are Bank of Murray (downtown), Purdom Olds
and Murray Auto Parts.
Major projects currently
(Cbat'd ea page 2)

Planning ahead tor college

Students from Calloway County High School and Murray High School had a chance to riceet with
representatives from regional colleges, universities and the military Thursday evening at College
Night at Murray High School. Above, OCHS students Beth Rabadi and Corey Lambert, and MHS
students Amy Wilson and Chris Jackson talk with Murray State Financial Aid Director Johnny
McDougal about MSU scholarships and grants.
awl Owls by David Molt
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Regional chess championship
has record nu.mber ofplayers
A record number 43 elementary and secondary school chess
players participated in the
Western Kentucky Regional
Scholastic Chess Championship
recently at Murray State
University.
The tournament served as a
qualifier for the State Scholastic
Chess Championship scheduled
Saturday, Nov. 15, in Lexington.
John Coghill, a junior at
Madisonville High School, placed
-first in the high school division.
Dickson County (Term.) High
School students Wayne White and
_David Struble placed second and
third respectively.
In the junior high division,
Tony McMannus, a seventh
grader at Northside Christian
School in Mayfield, placed first.
In second place was Robbie
Robertson, an eighth grade student at South Fulton (Tenn.)
Junior High School. Jason Griffin, a ninth grader at Houston
County (Tenn.) Junior High
School placed third.
Kim Reeder,a sixth grade student at Northside Baptist Christian School, posted the only
perfect score in the tournament
(4-0), placing first in the elemen-

Two other high school teams
tary division. Mark Henze', a
fifth grader in the Mayfield city also qualified for the state tourschool system, placed second, nament: the McLean County
and Peter Johnson, a sixth High School team of Eddie
grader at Murray Middle School, Boykin, Brock Bowman, Shawn
Chambers, Elmer Johnson, Sigplaced third.
In the primary category of the mund Larsen, Barry Ray and
elementary division second Marty Ward; and the Calloway
grader Joshua Zilafro of County High School team of Eric
Eastwood Christian School, Mur- Barrett, Charles Rose, Rodney
ray, placed first and Jarrod Man- Jones and David Miller.
na, a second grader at Northside
The team of Mcitannus and
Baptist, placed second.
Amber Seven/ &OM Northeide
Other individual players who Baptist placed first in the junior
qualified for the state contest are high division. Mark and Robbie
Mark Moon,&junior from South Robertson of South Fulton placHopkins High School, Itadison- ed second in team competition.
vine ; Robert Lamore, a
A five-member team from NorChristian thside Baptist also placed first in
at
sophomore
Fellowship School, Benton; the elementary division, followed
Loren Wisehart, a freshman at by Peter Johnson and Scott
Calloway County High School, Farmer who represented Carter
Murray; and John Powell,a fifth Elementary School, Murray, in
grader in the Benton city schools. second place.
The teams from Dickson CounThe tournament was sponsored
ty and Houston County high
the MSU Chess Club. Direcby
in
second
schools placed first and
the high school division. The tors for the event were John J.
Paducah Tilghman team of Jon Cashorf and Donald Shearer of
Crouch, Brian Ball, Bruce the Paducah Chess Club; Julie
Camper, Shane McElmurry and Savells from Northside Baptist;
Ricky Shtunaker placed third and and Keith Adkins, Dave Gilchrist
will represent West Kentucky at and Dr. Wayne Bell of the MSU
Chess Club.
the state contest.

Weekeno Sae
Your choice of
sporty casuals
for adults.

12.99
Orig. $22. Men's polyester/cotton long
sleeve woven sportshirt.
Orig. $18 to $20 as. Women's cotton flannel
paisley splitback shirt. Or our belted twill
pants with double front pleats. Junior sizes.

Students and teachers of the Murray Head Start participated in the national "Head Start Balloon
Release on Thursday, Oct. 23 in front of the Early Childhood Center. Murray Head Start students from
Mayfield and Calvert City were also present. The balloon release is part of a celebration of National
Head Start Awareness Month. Approximately NO students are enrolled in the local Head Start program, with half of these in the Murray Center.

Funding

•••

Need Line schedules ninth
council meeting Monday

(Cont'd from page 1)
"Seventy-five to eighty percent of all industries locating in
Murray-Calloway County
Kentucky last year were looking
Need Line Church and
for an existing building," Buckingham told the fiscal court last Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will
have its ninth council meeting
week.
Also at Thursday's regular on Monday, Oct. 27, at 7 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway
meeting, the council was advisPublic Library.
ed that bids on renovation of the
The Need Line Council conPoppye Shoppe building for use
as police headquarters were sists of representatives of the
various churches and organizaconsiderably higher than had
tions who have chosen to join
been anticipated.
Low bid on the project was Need Line.
Each congregation may elect
$188,235 submitted by Adams
Construction of Murray. The two lay delegates and one
ministerial delegate. Each other
council had allocated $75,000 in
the current year's budget for the organization may choose one
representative. Any individual
project.
"The public safety committee who is a contributor to Need
does not have a recommenda- Line is also welcome to the countion on the bids," committee cil meeting.
Euple Ward, executive direcchairman Keith Hays told the
council. "They are being tor, will give a report of many of
reviewed with Pat Gingles and the cases handled through the
Need Line office, located at 209
the low bidder to see if we can
get these bids down. This is Maple St.
The treasurer, Cheryl
unacceptable."
Gingles, a Nashville architect Whitaker, will give a financial
who has planned many projects -in the community, told the committee that the construction coat
might be lowered somewhat by
negotiating with the low bidder,
Hays said.
Other bids submitted on the
One of two 1987 model
project were from Shelce Conautomobiles stolen from Purstructon, Benton, $189,500;
dom Motors this week has been
Geurin Construction, Murray,
recovered by the Calloway
$143,2711; lax Coneruction,
County Sheriff's Department.
Kevil, $145,500; Cleaver ConThe car, which had been stripstruction, Murray, $149,548;
of its wheels and tires, was
ped
Benton,
Construction,
Perry
found
jacked up on blocks on
$149,575; and Midstates Con$168,199.
Paducah,
struction,
In other business, the council:
• Approved the reappointments of Jack Gardner and Danny Hudspeth to the Murray
Planning Commission.
(Cont'd from page 1)
• Approved the low bid from
Trucks, Trailers and Buses of are former basketball player
Dick Cunningham; Tony
Murray on the purchase of a new
Fioravanti, a former football
truck chassis for the Sanitation
player; Fred Sowerby, a
Department. On the same matCal Luther, former
sprinter;
ter, the council approved the
basketball coach and athletic
lone bid of Municipal Equipment
director; and Jim Moore, a
of Louisville on the purchase of a
hoist to be mounted on the truck. former football coach.
Along with the usual array of
• Enacted an ordinance
establishing new fees for dump- floats, the parade will also
1988
ing at the city landfill near Col- feature five finalists for
Homecoming Queen, 20 area
dwater. The new fees, effective
high school and middle school
Nov. 1, are: pickup truck, level
marching bands, several other
load, $2; automobiles, $1; larger
guests and a variety of
special
trucks and commercial haulers,
other entries
$2 per cubic yard; all brush exHomecoming Queen finalists
cept commercial haulers, $1; all
for 1986 are Valerie Plater,
materials requiring special
Memphis,Tenn., senior; Monica
cover, $4 per cubic yard; all
Hobbs, Cunningham junior;
materials requiring special
Ftochea Perry, Murray junior;
handling and cover, $8 per cubic
Amy Ftoser, Carrni, Ill., junior;
yard.
and Tonya Turner, Gracey
junior.
Mayfield couple seeks
Julie Tucker of Calhoun, the
reigning Miss Murray State
fleeting area approval
University, and Eunice CunnA Mayfield couple has asked
ingham of Cadiz, the 1985
permission of the Army Corps of
Homecoming Queen, Will also
Engineers to establish a fleeting
ride in the parade.
area on Cumberland Island at
Murray State's Racer Band
the mouth of the Cumberland
will march as the first band in
River in the Ohio River.
the procession. Other bands
The application was filed last
which will participate in the
month by Dr. Charles Howard
parade include the following
and his wife, Fran, according to
high school units: Calloway
their attorney, Jeff Green of
County; Murray; Carmi, Ill.;
Mayfield. They have requested
Dawson Springs; Marion, Ill.;
permits to dredge sand and
Eldorado, Ill.; Dongola, Ill.;
gravel from te 'Bland and to
Dyer County, Tenn.; Hardin
establish the fleeting area.
County; Johnston City, Ill.;
The island was inherited by
McLeansboro, Ill.; North
the couple from her family. An
Pemiscot, Mo.; Oran, Mo.;
unidentified company has exBallard Memorial; Providence;
pressed interest in performing
and Cobden, Ill.
the dredging and in leasing the
Middle school units scheduled
fleeting area, Green said.
in the lineup are Murray;
Three locations on the island
Calloway County; Mayfield;
have been identified as possible
and Burns, Owensboro.
fleeting sites.
A color guard from the campus ROTC unit and representatives of the Murray police and
NOTICE
departments and the
fire
in
Anyone interested
having
Calloway County sheriff's office
space at the Murray-Calloway
and fire and rescue squad will be
County Senior Citizens' Fall
in the parade.
Rayear should contact Verona
Murray State cheerleaders
Grogan at 753-0929 or 7534978 by
and Dunker, the school mascot,
Monday, Oct. 27.

One of two stolen
autos is recovered

•

,

.

Homecoming...

Prices Effective Thru Sat.

Men's 5Pocket PreWashed Jeans
Reg. $18

Selected Junior
Short Sleeve Tops,
Sweater Vests,
Blazers, Skirts,
and Pants

Missy New
Attitude®
Corduroy
Coordinates
Reg. 19.99

Reg. $14 to $32

.12.99 Now 12.99

NOW

12.99

Saturday 3-Hour Sale
Save on the following items from 9 a.m.-12 noon

30

% off

All Mens
Sweaters

3O%

off

All Junior
Sweaters
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

. ., .,...
WIIII

3O%

off

All Boys and
Girls Jeans

30 A

off

All Handbags

JCPenney

•
••••
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report. A report of the daily
volunteer work will be given by
Shirley Winters.
Also a nominating committee
for officers and board of directors to be elected in February
1987 will be appointed.

Construction...
(Cont'd from page 1)
underway that Owens singled
out include: University Church
of Christ, Peoples Bank (south),
Essex Downs apartments, WalMart (expansion) and an office
buiding at 12th and Olive.
Other projects, for which permits have not been issued but
which may possibly, get underway this year, Owens said, include two motels, a major office
complex, a new restaurant and
an apartment complex for
senior citizens.

farm property off of Ky. 121, according to a sheriff's department spok',sman.
The auto, a 1987 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, wax discovered by a
farmer in the area Thursday
morning. The second car taken,
a grey, two-door Buick Regal, is
still being sought.
The sheriff's department and
Murray police are jointly investigating the incident.
will be in the procession, as well
as Racer I, the thoroughbred
which circles the track in
Stewart Stadium each time the
football team scores.
Dr. Kale M. Stroup and her
family will be guests of honor in
the parade.
Two special guests from off
campus will be U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield, who
represents Kentucky's First
Congressional District, and Kentucky Attorney General- David
Armstrong, an MSU alumnus.
Both Bill Kopperud, president
of the MSU Alumni Association,
and Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, will participate.
Representing the Student
Government Association in the
parade will be Louis Zimmerman of Murray, president; Scott
Rails, Benton, Ill., vice president; Kim Randall, Katy,
Texas, secretary; and Scott
Hassebrock, Mascoutah, Ill.,
treasurer.
Among other entries will be
Shriners, clowns, representatives of Calloway County and
Murray high schools, Taco
John's, Victor's Sandwiches,
Eldridge Farms, WKYQ, Murray LPN Association, Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
and WSJP.
Thousands of alumni, former'
students, friends of the university and people from the community are expected to turn out
over the weekend to enjoy the
activities of the 54th Homecoming and to renew friendships at
the annual fall get-together.

Time...
(Oont'd from page 1)
morning, to help see children
safely to school and light the
way for farmers and other
early risers
The switch affects
Americans everywhere except Hawaii, Arizona and
parts of Indiana, which have
exempted themselves from
the semi-annual time
changes

1'
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PERSPECTIVE
Commentary:

(Today I'm turning this space over to John S. Carroll, editor
of the Lexington Herald-Leader. Carr°11:8 column was
published in the Sunday, Oct. 12 issue of that newspaper
(I agree with his position. Kentucky's children deserve better
•
than they are nOw getting. I think this change in our
constitutkai ia a Ste, that_ direction. _ —Gene McCutcheon)
E
Carroll's commentary, used with permission, follows:
Come with me to the darkest swamp in Frankfort. Its time
to meet the alligators.
Why, there's one now! Her name is Alice. For purposes of
this tour, well call her Alice Alligator.
Alice Alligator is state superintendent of public instruction.
Her job is to build good public schools.
It's a big job. But Ms. Alligator spends much of her time on
politics. She shakes down the folks who work for her. The
workers then shake down other folks. They sell $100_pens. They
ask local school superintendents for money.
Alice Alligator says she's working hard for a cause:
professionalism in education.
(I hear somebody muttering, "That's a croc!" Please,
friends, try to pay attention. Alice is an alligator.)
There are many other alligators in the swamp. Some are
seldom seen. Others slither into view from time to time.
There's the secretary of state, whose biggest success in office
so far is being found not guilty of misusing her office for
politics.
There's the former agriculture commissioner, whose son got
a college scholarship sponsored by ... the agriculture
department!
There's the former state auditor who saw no reason to check
out the apparent waste of $30 million in a university tobacco
program.
Then there are the three railroad commissioners. We don't
know what they do.
Come to think of it, we don't even know who they are.
The Frankfort swamp is full of alligators, elected every four
years as required by the state constitution.
When the four years are over, they all switch jobs with each
other.
Reform-minded people sometimes say it's time to get rid of
the alligators. The way to do this, of course, is to drain the
swamp by abolishing most of the constutional offices.
But voters don't like big changes, so this year something
more modest is being proposed: Taking the superintendent of
public instruction out of the swamp, but leaving the rest of the
alligators unmolested.
On Nov. 4, the voters will decide.
A "yes" vote would mean that the superintendent would not
be elected. Instead, he or she would be a professional appointed
•
by the state board of education.
Board members, representing all regions of the state, would
be chosen by the governor and confirmed by the Senate.
Back before World War II, most other states chose their
superintendents in political elections, as Kentucky still does.
Since then, tie other states have changed; most of them now
have professional superintendents.
And no state that has taken its superintendent out of politics
has ever decided to go back to the old way.
But in Kentucky, people don't like change. Their caution is
often a virtue, but not in this case. Here's why:
• The four-year limit means that no serious educator would
undertake the job — even if he had the political connections to
get it.
• Those who would want the job — or any other constitutional
office — are always more interested in political gain than in
schools.
• Because of the,four-year term, the elected
superintendentpolitician must spend much of his term running
for the next office — or risk unemployment.
Many people fear that appointing the superintendent would
take away their control of the schools.
They have a point: School officials should ultimately be
accountable to the voters. But it's equally true that some jobs
In education should be held by professionals.
A non-political superintendent would be responsible to the
board of education, which, in turn, is appointed by an elected
official — the governor. Thus, an appointed superintendent
ultimately would be responsible to an elected official.
By this process, he would be accountable to the voters.
One of the biggest problems in Kentucky education at the
local level is the strong influence of patronage politics based on
jobs and favors. As the late Edward Prichard said, "The
biggest education issue in some counties is who gets to drive
the bus."
It is the state superintendent's job to help the districts rise
above politics and build professionalism. Can this be done by a
superintendent who is also a politician?
The record shows that it cannot.
That's why the Kentucky voter who cares about schools
should vote "yes" on Nov. 4.
Taking the superintendent's job out of partisan politics won't
guarantee that the future superintendents will be smart, or
dedidcated, or skillful, or honest.
But it sure will improve the odds.

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
American humorist Robert
Benchley probably wrote these
words for all of us who are still
trying to erase memories of

Mray Ledger & Times
By Mike Royko

Royko Says

If you can't drain
the swamp,at least
remove an alligator

many summer vacations taken
with children or adolescents:
In America there are two
classes of travel — first
class and with children.

This campaign needs help
I recently had a visit from the
Rev. Pat Robinson, who is
pastor of the Hallelujah Ev'body
Unified Church of Happiness. He
was hopping mad. And if what
he says is true. t met WU"
him.
As Robinson says: "It's all
terrible misunderstanding.
me that's supposed to run for
president."
What makes you think so?
"I just found out. The Lord
told me so."
That you should run for
president?

we

"Absolutely. He just spoke to
me and asked me why I hadn't
got my campaign started, why I
hadn't told my followers to get 3
million signatures and raise
millions of dollars and all that
other stuff."
He told you that?
"Absolutely. So I told Him: 'I
don't know anything about this.
I've been busy looking for a new
storefront location for the
faithful. A hamburger chain's
bought the building and moved
me out.'
"And He told me: 'What do
you mean. you don't know? I
told you what I wanted you to do
several weeks ago. I told you I

needed a true believer like you
in the White House so the true
believers people in this country
will have a true believer for
president.'
"I said: 'You told me that?'
"He said: 'Vroi2d-I lie?'
"So I asked Him: 'Wien did
You tell me to do that?'
"He says that He'll check his
desk calendar. Then He gives
me the date.
"I checked my own desk
calendar. And I said: 'No way. I
was at the dentist all that morning. Then I spent the rest of the
day downtown yelling at sinners
to repent. A guy from a stereo
store finally complained to the
cops and they told me to beat it,
so I went home, hit the sack, and
didn't hear from anybody.
'He says to me: 'I don't
understand this.'
"So I said: 'OK, let's figure
this out. How did You reach me.'
"He said: 'I called longdistance.'
"I said, 'You used the phone
company? Why didn't You just
talk to me direct?'
"He said: 'I tried talking to
you direct all morning, but I
didn't get any answer.'
"I said: 'Ah, that must have
been when I was at the dentist.

He was drilling, and I couldn't
have heard a thing, even if You
shouted.'
"And He said: 'Anyway, I
called long-distance information
and Iasked for your number and
I phoned. And I told you what I
wanted you to do and you said
you'd do it.'
"I said: 'No way. My phone
has been disconnected for six
months. Bunch of cheapos in my
congregation.'
"And He said: 'But you
answered the phone. And when I
gave you My instructions, you
said you'd get right on it.'
"SO I said: 'What munber/Ifel
You call?'
"He checks His desk calendar
again and gives me the number.
I called the phone company and
asked them whose number it
"The phone company told me:
'That number is listed to the
Rev. Pat Robertson.'
"And He says: 'Robertson?
Why would I tell him to run for
president. He's a lawyer, isn't
he?'
—That's right,' I said. 'But
that's what must have happened. It's the phone company's
fault. Ever since they brace up

AT&T, the service has been
goofy.'
"And He says: 'This is a terrible mistake. Why would I want
another lawyer to run for president? And especially him. He's a
name-dropper, always saying
that he talked to Me about this or
about that, saying that he talked
Me into stopping a hurricane.
I've never even said hello to the
man.'

"So I said: 'Well, he thinks
You did this time. He's got his
followers collecting signatures
and money, and he's getting
ready to run.'
"And The Lord sayw--144•1 not
going to pay for that longdistance call. And you've got to
let people know this was a
miatake. Goodbye."
After telling me all this, the
Rev. Robinson slapped his hand
on my desk, and said: "So that's
the deal. I'm the one who's supposed to be running for president. And I'd like you to write
about this and let people know
that I'm the one who is His
choice."
That's an amazing story. But
do you think people will believe
He actually spoke to you?
"Why not?" asked Robinson.
"They believe the other guy,
don't they?"

Letters To
The Editor

Head start helps
Dear Editor:
During this week, people
across the nation are
celebrating National Head Start
Week. I commend Head Start
for its tradition of excellence in
serving young children and their
families. Head Start has proven
to be an invaluable component
of our nation's education system
by providing extensive services
to young children and by
strengthening home-school
partnerships.
For the past three years,it has
been my pleasure to work with
Murray Head Start director
Judy Whitten and her staff in the
Early Childhood Center located
on th Murray State University
campus. As a fellow educator, I
am grateful for their continued,
commitment to the education of
young children. Head Start efforts will provide a positive impact on our community and nation for years to come.
Sincerely,
Joan Weber
Director-Teacher
Multi-Age Preschool, Inc.
Early Childhood Center
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071

Letters reaffirmed
Looking Back
Ten years ago
John T. Irvan was winner of
1976 Pinto given away by Murray Downtown Merchants'
Association promotional event
yesterday.
Murray High School Marching
Band won five trophies at MidSouth Invitational Marching
Contest at Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. James Graham, Kentucky
superintendent of public instruction, will be featured speaker at
a meeting of Southwest Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Club on Oct. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Jones of
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Rt. 1, Hazel, were honored at a
surprise supper in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary
on Oct. 2 at home of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gerald Paschall.
Twenty years ago
Jimmy Musgrow, Ralph Vernon Jackson, Galon Loyd
Outland, Homer Flenoy Barrow
and David Crick were inducted
Into the U.S. Army in October
draft call from Calloway County, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams,clerk of Local Board No.
10 of Selective Service.
Staff Sgt. Jimmie B. Tucker is
stationed at Charleston Air
Force Base, South Carolina.
Darrell Shoemaker was guest
speaker at Sunday morning worship service at Independence
Methodist Church in absence of
the pastor, the Rev. Keith
Smith, who is a surgery patient.
Joye Rowland, Mildred
Hodge, Betty Powell, Bobble
Garrison and Betty Riley had
top five averages in bowling in
Magic-Tr League at Corvette
Lanes.

Thirty years ago
Winners for floats in Murray
High School homecoming
parade were FHA, first, Girl
Scouts, second, and Sophomore
Class, third.
Burley tobacco stripping and
classing demonstrations will be
on Oct. 31 at 9:30 a.m. at Outland
Loose Leaf Floor and at 1:30
p.m. at farm of Baron Palmer,
according to S.V. Foy, county
agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mr.
and Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft and
Guthrie Churchill attended the
Grand Chapter session of Royal
Arch Masons held at Louisville.
Rezina Senter, president of
United Church Women of Murray, spoke about "United We
Move" at a meeting of CWF of
First Christian Church on Oct.
16 at church
Blanch Larson presented a
program at a meeting of
Woman's Association of College
Presbyterian Church held Oct.
17 at home of Mrs. Jack Belote.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be Included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should imp op.written
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters mart
be published. ,
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Bo: 1040. Murray. Ky.
42071.

To the Editor:
A week or so ago, there were
two letters in the Ledger &
Times regarding Murray
drivers not using their turn
signals and driving through
stoplights. As a concerned
mother, I would like to draw attention to a potentially tragic
problem — motorists who do not
stop for stopped school buses.
This morning my nine-yearold daughter told me that yesterday (1021) there were two
separate incidents of motorists
not stopping after her driver
stopped the school bus and put
out the stop sign. Her driver,
Mr. Peel, won't let the kids off
the bus until he's sure everyone
has stopped, and I appreciate
his care of our children.
However, I do not appreciate
drivers who biaLently disregard
the law requiring them to stop
for a stopped school bus.
Anyone who is mature enough
to drive a car should be able to
understand the reason for this
law. How would you feel if it was
your child or brother or sister
who was struck by a car driven
by someone in too much of a
hurry to obey the law and stop?
How would you feel if it was you
who hit that child?
If you witness"someone not
stopping for a stopped school
bus — please, get their license
plate number and report it to the
police. Let's not wait for a child
to be injured or' killed before we act.
Thank you,
Darlene Estep
504 MI S. 6th
Murray, Ky. 42071

•
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Reunion at Ellis Center
The annual Scarbrough reunion will be Sunday, Oct. 26, at noon at Ellis Community Center.
All descendents of Alexander, James and Andrew Allen Scarbrough are invited and urged to
attend.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Guild plans trip

Wife Has No Appetite For
Fb(mg Breakfast and Lunch
DEAR ABBY: I am a part-nine
student and a hill-time working
woman. My husband commutes to
work and must arrive there by 7:45
a.m. My problem: He expects me to
prepare his breakfast and pack his
lunch every morning. He contends
that he can't do it — he doesn't have
the time. I have been doing it for the
last two years, and he hasn't
seemed to appreciate my efforts.
For the last week I have refused
to perform the above-mentioned
services. I've told him that he must
become responsible and take care of
his own needs. Since then he has
been buying his breakfast at a fastfood restaurant and spending lunch
money we do not have.
How should I handle this?
FRUSTRATED

•

DEAR FRUSTRATED: First,
be honest with yourself. Your
marriage is in trouble and the
least of it is a shortage of
money. If you are irritated by
his lack of appreciation, say so,
instead of punishing him by
refusing to prepare his breakfast and pack his lunch "in an
effort to make him responsible
for his own needs." He's not
your son, he's your husband.
Get family counseling before
your husband is not only eating
out — he starts sleeping out.

and talk! .
Life isn't all roses, but thank God
last year %ihen I wanted to die, I
didn't have the nerve to kill myself.
I'M 22 AND
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL

Friends of the Paducah Art Guild will sponsor
an overnight theater and shopping trip to St.
Louis, Mo.,for Nov. 19-20. The highlight will be a
performance of the national touring company of
"Cats" at Fox Theater. Accommodations will be
at Embassy Suites in LaCiedes Landing,
downtown St. Louis. Meals include dinner at an
Itailan restprant and -lunch at a French
restaurant. Also included will be stops at Union
Station, Art Museum and shopping center. The
cost wit be $200 per person for double accommodations and $240 per person for single accommodation. This includes a tax deductible dontion
of $30 to Paducah Art Guild. Reservations may
be made by calling Paducah Art Guild at
re1-442-2453. A nonrefundable $30 payment
quired with all reservations and full payment is
due by Monday, Oct. 27. In case of cancellation,
every attempt will be made to refund all
payments with exception of $30 donation to the
guild.

•

•

TWENTY-TWO:
DEAR
Thanks for putting in a good
word for counseling. I recom•
mend it often because until we
understand ourselves and
change our behavior, we can't
help ourselves and change our
lives. Counseling is not always
a miracle solution for everyone,
but it's worth a try.

PTO meeting Monday

*

DEAR ABBY:I am being married
soon, and I have a question that no
one seems to know the answer to.
My best friend's mother says that
when the bride comes down the
aisle, the guests are not supposed to
stand. She says that people originally stood at funerals to show
respect for the dead. I would like to
know the answer so that my mother
will know whether to stand or not.
I would hate for my wedding to be
confused with a funeral.
MARRIED OR DEAD?

DEAR MARRIED: In some
churches, and in some '(but not
all)areas,it's traditional for the
*
guests to stand when the bride
comes down the aisle. If you
to stand when
DEAR ABBY: I've written to you want the guests
the
aisle, desigdown
come
you
many times saying, "Please help
a few people to stand,then
me, Abby!" None of those letters nate
else will Ibilow
were mailed, but I'm writing to you everyone
now because I don't need your help
Sc.
anymore.
child,
a
I was abused when I was
and for 20 years I was afraid of
DEAR ABBY: I just received your
everything — afraid of failure, booklet, "How to Be Popular," and
afraid of men, dating guys, and have read it through twice. It is
even calling for a dental excellent for older people as well as
appointment!
young. I think it should be in every
After a year of counseling, I am home and high school library. I am
not afraid anymore. I can do not a teen-ager; I am a retired school
anything I want to do. I can ask a teacher. Keep up the good work.
guy out or go to a job interview with
MILDRED BARTELL,
confidence because I know I'm a
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
good person. It's like all my adult
life I've been trying to get past a
*• *
cement wall, and I suddenly broke
through and found a whole new
(To get Abby's booklet, "How to Be
world!
Never Too Young Or
I went to visit the father I had Popular: You'rea check
or money order
Too Old," send
hated for so long, and it was like a for $2.50 and a long, stamped (39
miracle. I learned that we really cents), self-addressed envelope to:
loved each other. We just didn't Dear Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box
know each other. Now we can laugh 38923, Hollywood, Calif. $0038.)

Murray High School Parent-Teacher Association will meet Monday, Oct. 27, at 7 p.m. at the
school. Student speakers will be Marla Ford,
president of Student Council, and Lori Payne,
president of Junior Class. All parents, teachers
and interested persons are invited and urged to
attend.

Celebration on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dick will be honored at a reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 28, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Hardin Senior Citizens' Center at Hardin. All relatives and friends are invited.
Hosting the event will be their children and spouses, Mrs. Gene (Ann) Col.
lins, Mrs. Rickey (Kathy) Furgerson, Mrs. Betty Ham, Mrs. Dortha
Vaughn, James Dick and wife, Nancy, Eugene Dick and wife, Lola Bell, and
Pat Dick and wife, Joyce. One son, Lowell Thomas Dick, and a son-in-law,
Tommy Vaughn, are deceased. They have 15 grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren. Two grandchildren are deceased.

Harrell at Aberdeen
Army Sgt. James A. Harrell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy D. Harrell of Hazel, has arrived for
duty with the U.S. Army Ordnance Center and
School, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Md.Harrell,
a fire-control systems repairer, is a 1979
graduate of Calloway County High School.-

Books group to meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Monday, Oct. 27, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Gary Schroeder will be the discussion
leader of the book, "Utilitarianism" by John
Stuart Mill. All persons who have read the book
are invited to take part in the discussion.

Christy Alexander born
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Alexander of 411 East
Blythe St., Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Christy Ann, weighing seven pounds
two ounces, born on Saturday, Oct. 11, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Stephanie Burk. Grandparents are
Mrs. Dorothy Alexander of Paris and the late
Charles Alexander and Mr. and Mrs. Otis Burk
of Puryear, Tenn.

Lara E. Muse born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Muse, 311 Cedar St.,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Lam
Elizabeth, weighing six pounds 13 ounces, born
on Saturday, Oct. 18, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Wanda
Kemp. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Muse and Mr. and Mrs. Odle Kemp Jr. of Paris

Hospital lists patients
Bargain Matinees
SICihm.•ANSsstsSLIM

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

3rd Hilarious Week
PAUL HOGAN

A COMEDY
WITH HEART
AND SOUL.

Department makes donation
Gayle McGregor, left, chairman of Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club, presents a check from the department to Barbara Peiper,
president of Murray Woman's Club, toward the cost of the club's part on the
new atrium at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The department will meet
Monday, Oct. 27, at 9:30 a.m. with Shirley Winters and Lou Orr to present a
program on "Gingerbread Fantasy." Hostesses will be Gail Baust, Ann
Brooks, Frances Brown, Rose Marie Bryan and Dorothy McKenzie. The
department will also have its annual bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 1, at
Calloway Public Library.
Staff phoUby David Tuck

Look who's
sneaking
into town!
• PARAMOUNT
PK TURF

(1:30, 3:10) 7:15, 9:15

What Are You Afraid Of?
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Two newborn admisDismissals
sions and dismissals at
Everett Hubbs, Rt. 2,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Gilbertsville; Mrs. Iva
ty Hospital for Thurs- Peal, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
day, Oct. 23, have been
Mrs. Virginia
released as follows:
Blackburn, 100 Hickory
Newborn admissions
Dr., Murray; Mark
Washum baby girl, McWherter, Rt. 1, Cotparents, Linda and tage Grove, Tenn.;
Johnny, 701 McGlohn,
Miss Sherri Skelton,
Paris, Tenn.;
507 Hester Hall, MSU;
Sanchez baby girl, Terry Walston, 1007
mother, Tresa, 719 Payne St., Murray;
South Fourth St.,
Mrs. Vicki Wynn, Rt.
Murray.
1, Hardin; Derrik Ed-wards, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Lynda Pace, Rt. 6,
Murray.
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Moore Circle
hears program
by Miss Dillon

11"4
aeti
Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
1 • 0 a.m. until 2 •.m. Servin :

off

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00, 9:06

Boxed
Christmas Cards
(3:35) 9:30 Only
NEW ARRIVALS

Over 200 New Movies Since October lstl
Pretty In Plnk•Gung lio•Fright Might•Svengell
Successful Deer HuntIng•CotthIng The Big Bess•Annle
2 Weeks•PepIllon
1
Pound PuPPiss•Afritew Oween•9/
COMPUTERIZED TO GIVE YOU FAST, ACCURATE SERVICE

OVIES TO GO

1.

Starting at $1.99(Box of 20)

cp

by

%0
AMERICAN GREETINGS

WIRISY

Great
Good til Nov 10th
Selections!

Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
Hwy. 641 South

753-7688

•

The Dorothy Moore
Circle of First
Presbyterian Church
women was held in the
home of Mrs. Clifford
England on Monday.
Oct. 13.
Mrs. Olin Moore,
chairman, presided,
with devotions led by
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey.
Mrs. Zeffie Woods, mission sewing chairman,
discussed that project,
displaying completed
hospital gowns.
Miss Marcia Dillon
presented the program,
continuing the study of
The Apostle's Creed.
New officers were
elected to take office in
January. They include
Mrs. Moore, chairman;
Mrs. Walter Baker, vice
chairman; Miss Dillon,
secretary -treasurer;
and Mrs Henry McKenzie, program chairman.
The hostess, assisted
by Mrs. Thomas Schellingherhout, served
refreshments following
the meeting.
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Clark-Cunningham vows said at Westside
The wedding of Miss Aso by her parents,
Trisha Denean Clark the bride presented a
and Gregory Alan Cunn- pink rose to her mother
ingham was solemnized as they made their way
in a summer ceremony to the altar.
Miss Susanne Ewbank
at Westside Baptist
of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Church, Murray.
The bride is the was maid of honor.
daughter of Mr. and Bridesmaids were Miss
Mrs. Roy L. Clark, Mur- Karen Roof, Paducah,
ray. She is the grand- Miss Karen Cocke,
daughter of Mrs. Bessie Calvert City, and Mrs.
Baker and the late Teresa Richerson,
Marion F. Baker, and sister of the groom,
the late Mr. and Mrs. Houston, Texas.
The attendants carArchie Clark.
The groom is the son ried bouquets of magenof Mr. and Mrs. Ted M. ta lathyrus, purple
Cunningham, Murray. statis, white
He is the grandson of stephanotis, and ivy
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell looped with magenta
Broach, the late Mrs. and purple bows and
Mavis Broach, and of streamers.
Paul Cunningham arid-----Itles Amy Rie.herson,
the late Mrs. Estelle niece of the groom, of
Houston, served as the
Cunningham.
The Rev. Glynn Orr flower girl. She carritt
and the Rev. Lawson a white wicker basket
Williamson officiated at accented with magenta
the double ring and purple bows, purple
ceremony. Music was statis, pink silk and ivy.
provided by Mrs. Susie The basket was filled
Scott, pianist, and Tom- with pink rose petals.
The maid of honor and
my Scott, Miss Susanne
Ewbank, and James flower girl wore floor
length gowns of purple
Harryman, soloists.
Miss Tina Quire taffeta. The
presided at the guest bridesmaids wore floorregister. Mrs. Judy length gowns in magenScruggs directed the ta taffeta identical to
that of the maid of
wedding.
The altar of the honor's. All attendants
church was centered wore pearl necklaces,
with a 15-branch brass gifts of the bride.
The groom wore an
candelabrum decorated
with an arrangement of all-white full dress tuxpink pixie carnations, edo. A white satin
white gladioli, white cumberbund, white butspider mums, and ti terfly tie, and white
leaves. Two standing wing-tipped shirt combaskets of Boston fern, pleted his wedding atthe unity candle, two tire. The groom's
15-branch brass spiral boutonniere was comcandelabra, and two posed of a white rose
seven-branch brass blossom surrounded by
candelabra with purple statis, white silk
magnolia leaves also and ivy.
Rusty Bogard of Murdecorated the front of
the church. The pews ray served as best man.
were decorated with Groomsmen included
candles in hurricane Thomas Bailey, Murglobes, ti leaves, ray, Terry Clark,
magenta flowers, and brother of the bride,
magenta and purple Washington, D.Cc, and
Danny Richerson,
bows.
The bride wore a for- brother-in-law of the
mal gown of crystaline groom, Houston. Joseph
organza. The hand- Bullen, Louisville, and
pearled, Venetian lace James Harryman,
appliqued bodice Fredericktown, Mo.,
featured a high neckline served as ushers and
with a basque waist and candlelighters.
Brad Walker of Murhand-tucked leg-omutton long sleeves. ray served as the ring
The front panel was ap- bearer. He carried a
pliqued with "lily of the white satin crossvalley" flowers and stiched pillow trimmed
engraced with a double with lace made by the
flounce of fluted ruffles bride and her mother.
All of the groom's atat the hemline. The
cathedral length train tendants wore grey tuxwas appliqued as well edos. The best man and
and adorned with multi- ring bearer wore
ple rows of fluted ruffles boutonnieres composed
that cascaded to a point of a white rose blossom
with purple baby's
midway up the train.
Her three-layered breath and ivy. All other
fingertip veil of silk illu- attendants wore white
sion flowed from a rose blossoms with
spray of white seed magenta baby's breath
pearls and white silk and ivy.
The bride's mother
flowers.
She carried a cascade chose to wear a
of white silk Cattleya or- periwinkle street length
chids, Phalaenopsis or- crepe dress with matchids, gardenias. ching accessories. The
stephanotis, strands and groom's mother wore a
sprays of pearls, two-piece shrimp silk
English Ivy and ensemble with dyed to
match shoes and matvariegated greenery.
For something old she ching accessories. Both
carried a 1958 wheat mothers had white orpenny in her shoe sym- chid corsages. The
bolizing the year that groom's mother was
both the bride and the presented with a pink
groom's parents were rose from the bride upon
married. The bride's leaving the altar after
dress was her the ceremony.
A reception was held
something new. For
something borrowed she following the ceremony
wore her mother's pearl In the Community Room
earrings and for of North Branch of
something blue she Peoples Bank.
The bride's table was
wore a blue garter.
Escorted by her centered with a silver
father and given in mar- wine cooler filled with a
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Calloway County Middle School
releases honor roll for first period
Calloway County Middle School has released
the list of students named to the honor roll for
the first six weeks as
follows:
Eighth Grade
Jason Adams, Charity
Anderson, Rachelle
Bandarra, April
Boswell, Pam Bucy,
Michael Camp,
Stephanie Carrawity,
Brandon Cathey, Ed
Chapman,
LaDawn Cook, Bart
Crum, Ryan Dawson,
Kenneth Ealey, Lori
England, Jeff Enoch,
Ray Fennell, Mickey
Futrell, Aleshia Griffin,
Betsy Herndon, Katy
Hokans, Jrome Horn,

Brian Hosford, Jay Jason Chapman,
Housden, John Hudson, Krystal Foley, Anne
Tammy Huff, Susan Fulton,
Lax, P.J. Luciano,
Kevin Griggs, TamDale McCallon, my Hansen. Lee HernStephanie Miller, Amy don, DeShawn Joseph,
Nesbitt, Kevin Newell, Amy Lamb, Jenny
Amanda Pierce, Eddie Lough, Brandon Lucas,
Rehrnus, Tracy Ross, Tina Matheny, Darra
Eric Russell, Wendy Mitchell,
Smotherman,
Jay Newton, Amy
Crystal Stallons, Parker, Anne Paul, Jeri
Shaye Strager, Sara Price, Lori Raspberry,
Thompson, Dana Todd, Natalie Ross, Eddie
Christy Trenhom, Sheridan, Staci Shipp,
Travis Turner, Celena Laura Shouse,
Wisehart and Jason
Jonathan SmotherYuill.
man, Brittney Stuart,
Seventh Grade
-71--- tie Stubblefield, LinGinger Adams, Seth da Thweat, Melissa
Arant, Effie Barnes, Vance, Holly Watson,
James Barrett, Jarrett Etarry_Wacel,--lralkar
Candace. Jason Carson, Welber and Joy Wyatt.

School lunch menus sponsorec(_by Young-at-Heart.
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Children's
Fashions

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Alan Cunningham
floral arrangement of
white snapdragons, pink
pixie carnations, white
daisies, baby's breath,
and leather leaf. Two
three -branch
candelabra sat on each
side.
The three-tiered white
wedding cake, made by
Mrs. Rachel Jackson,
aunt of the bride, was
accented with pink and
lavender rose blossoms
topped with a bride and
groom statuette. Fruit
punch, nuts, and pink
and lavender mints
were also served.
Assisting were Mrs.
Rachel Jackson, Mrs.
Pearl Smith, and Mrs.
Janice Baker, aunts of
the bride; Miss Sharon
Steele and Ms. Cindy
Tucker.
The groom's table
featured a chocolate iced yellow cake topped
with a groom standing
next to a wedding carriage. Fresh fruit,
cheese wafers, ham
biscuits, lemon tarts,
and coffee were also
served. One large candle holder and the coffee
service decorated the
table.
Mrs. Emily Cunningham, aunt of the
groom, and Miss Leslie
Erwin, cousin of the
groom, assisted at the
groom's table.
Both the bride's and
groom's tables were
adorned with silver appointments and white
embroidered cutwork
cloths. The gift table
also covered with a
white embroidered cloth
was centered with a
wedding candle. The
guest tables were
decorated with white
cloths and centerpieces

of pink and lavender
flowers.
Rice bags were
distributed by Miss
Amanda Jackson,
cousin of the bride.
After a wedding trip
to Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
the new Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham are
residing at 8800 South
Course Drive, Apt. 1717,
Houston, Texas 77099.
Out of town guests
Included:
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Puryear, Tenn.;
Rev. and Mrs. Lawson
Williamson and Devin
Bowles, Dawson Springs; Mr. and Mrs. Zane
Cunningham and Joy
Cunningham, Bowling
Green; Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Majors and Angie
Majors, Miss Stacey
Moffitt, Mrs. David Collins, Miss Emily Collins
and Mrs. Jeannie Harrison, Mayfield;
Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Bailey and Jessica
Bailey, Greenville; Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Parrent,
Madisonville; Mr. and
Mrs. M.D. Clark, South
Fulton, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Cocke,
Calvert City; Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Bullen,
Louisville; Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Ewbank
and Kevin Ewbank,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.;
Miss Stacey Patterson
and Daniel Piper, Lexington; BM-3 Shane
Moore, San Francisco,
Calif.; Mrs. John
Jenkins, Jackson,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Clark, Mrs. Inez Colombo and Miss
Lori Thompson, Benton; Charlie Jackson,
Evansville, Ind.
Prenuptial events
included:

A rehearsal dinner,
hosted by Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Cunningham,
parents of the groom,
was held in the Garden
Room of the Keniake
Hotel. Covers were laid
for 32 persons. Gifts
were presented by the
bridal couple to their
attendants.
A luncheon was given
for the bride by her
bridesmaids at the
Ninth Street House in
Paducah.
A bridal tea at the
North Branch of
Peoples Bank was given
by Rachel Jackson,
Cheryl Raspberry, Linda Wilson, Patsy Locke,
Estelle Adams, Ann
Tucker and Josie Baker.
An afternoon dessert
party at Jerry's
Restaurant was hosted
by Cheryl Dailey, Becky
Vance, Jeannie Harrison and Rita Price.
Margot McIntosh's
home was the setting for
a bridal tea hosted by
Mrs. McIntosh, Pam
Cherry, Jean Cooper,
Kay Greer, Betty
Jackson, Marketia
Jenkins, Ruth Ann Majors, Reita. Robinson,
Gail Turner and
Sharilyn Wisehart.
A-shower was held at
Westside Baptist
Church hosted by Wanda Walker, Susie Scott,
Dorothy Brandon, Judy
Smotherman, Faye Orr,
Joanna Adams, Sarah
Bailey, Sarah Crick,
Carol Turner, Nadine
Beane, Mildred
Crawford, Mary Belle
Jones, Gladys Williamson, Beth Pendley, Pam
Bowles, Willie Vance,
Mary Katherine Starks
and Ruth Warren.

Menus for the
various lunchrooms
In county and city
schools for the week
of Oct. 27,to 31 have
been released by
Joanna Adams, food
service director for
Caloway County
Schools, and Judy
Hina, food service
coordinator for Murray City Schools.
The menus are subject to occasions.?
change because of
the availability of
foo d a n d o t h e r
special occasions.
Menus are as
follows:
— -- — —
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
————
Calloway High
Monday — beef stix
or submarine; Teesd a y — s 11 c e d
turkey/gravy 98! ileh •
ham and cheese
sandwich; Wednesday — chicken fried
steak/gravy or
tacos; Thursday —
chicken drumstix or
chili/crackers; Friday — lasagne or
corn dog. Salad br,
pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers,
choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
drinks are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — pizza or
hot ham and cheese;
Tuesday — ravielo
c asse ro1e o r
cheeseburger;
Wednesday — pizza,
or chicken filet sand-

wich; Thursday —
taco salad or
cheeseburger; Friday — sack lunch —
corn dog or submarine. Milk, french
fries, salad bar,
assorted salads,
fresh fruits and
v e ge ta b 1e s a re
available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza or
fish sandwich; Tuesday — taco salad or
deli roast beef sandwich; Wednesday —
lasagne or turkey
club sandwich;
Thursday —
chili/crackers or
hamburger; Friday
— Halloween sack
lunch — witch or a
stick (corn dog) or
tombstone submarine. Milk, french
fries, fresh fruit,
assorted salads and
vegetabls are
available daily.

Murray Middle
Monday — taco or
hamburger; Tuesday
— beef and gravy or
hot ham and cheese;
W ed nesd ay —
salmon patties
W/rolls or hot ham
and cheese; Thursday — spaghetti and
sauce w/rolls or hamburger; Friday —
chili w/peanut butter
sandwich or
cheeseburger. Choice
0f f r u i t s a n d
vegetables, pizza,
milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Carter Center
Monday — bacon
and cheese sandwich
or fish sandwich
w/cheese; Tuesday
— pizza or hot ham
and cheese; Wednesday — taco and salad
or grilled cheese;
Thursday — hamburger or chicken
nuggets; Friday —
hot dogor
chuckwagon. Choice
————
of fruits and
MURRAY CITY
vegetables and milk
————
are available daily.
Murray High
Robertson Center
Monday — chili
Monday — hamw/crackers or turkey
burger or barbecue
salad on crossiant 1. w/cornbread; Toesbun; Tuesday —
day — pizza or Sloppy
Joe; Wednesday _
barbecue pork sandwich or hot dog
corn dog or
w/ehill; Wednesday
chuckwagon sand— beefaroni or grillwich; Thursday —
ed cheese w/soup;
hrimburger or
Thursday — taco or
spkghetti w/rolls;
chuckwagon; Friday
Friday — pizza or
— Sloppy Joe or corn
ham and cheese
dog. Pizza, choice of
sandwich. Choice of
fruits and vegetables,
fruits and vegetables
milk and fruit drinks
and milk are
are available daily.
available daily.

753-0005
iHwy. 6411 Murray, Ky.

408 South 12th Street
Sizes Infant thru 14

Wilson Real Estate & Property Management
MLS
— We're Growing With Murray —

753-3263
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WIMP:

4
:
1—"111-11
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1 i.
Ixtreasely nice 2.r 3 ell hew.. Priced to sell
Located in the dty. 1430 sq. ft. of living wee.

1
-411114, kitchen. bath, utility
Wt.(Salmi reessi,
& gorses loaded off of 94 West In Dodson Subdivision. Priced In 40s.

SPECIAL
4 Piece Broasted Chicken Dinner
$299

- 436-54

•

4- •

•

4

This affordable drown home consists of 4 U.
2 baths. & approx. S scree. Priced In tfse

Kim M. Wilson Is this w•islc's featured
salesman for Wilson Real Estate. Kim is tho
son of Mr. & Mrs. Wayne B. Wilson of Murray. H44 has lived In the Murray area for 24
years. Kim Is married to th•formor Sharon
Snyclor, doughtar of Mr. & Mrs. Charlie
Snydor; ownors,of Parodis• Kannols of
Murray. For any rob!*stats rtiond, coil Kim
at th• offico or at horn*.

Cypress Springs Restaurant

1

2 Olt borne plus approx.7 scree located on 121
South. Also consists of•istillifing that could be
ta1041 for • business- Priced in the 30's.

Olt

Wedding ring dropped in sewer found later
NEW BRITAIN, mud and spread it out in muck, Conrad Contort°, aloft to applause and there, I knew we would
find it," said the
Conn. (AP) — front of the church, a public works cheers.
"I knew it was in jubilant Grip.
Everything was ready where they painstaking- employee, held the ring
for the ceremony, and ly searched through it
the bride and other par- with shovels, their
4111111111.1111
'
ticipants were headed hands and a metal
dp..
4k• gjf40r s
• fiN/EV- 40,
detector.
a
when
church,
the
Into
e
member of the wedding
After 8% hours of •
4
party dropped the ring
plowing through the
— and it rolled down a
storm sewer.
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
• The wedding on Oct.
18 Went on without the
SA
ring, but Peter Grip,
father of the groom,
Offers
wasn't going to give up.
Accounting
The ring, he said, had
and
Reg $3 95
been cast from the
Tuesday-Sunday
Bookkeeping
melted-down wedding
Includes 'A Chicken Broasted, Potatoes, Cole Slaw. Rolls and Honey
bands of his father and
Services
w Hours
mother.
T was Wad Thor s 4 pm 9 on,
For less than you're
Owners Louie and Sue Williams
So on Oct. 22, Grip and
F f, Sat Sun 8 ern 9 ran
spending now
Monday
'mod
C
Located approximately
three city employees
753-6941
drained the 8-foot storm
121
Hwy.
South 15 miles south of Murray
Off
104 N. 4th St.
sewer, removed all the

MultIpl• Listing) S•nrk•

Wayne Wilson, Broker
I

753-5086

Pot Armstrong

Bob Hargrove

Teddy Cohoon

435-4594

753-2813

Virginia Bolen

IllEALTOW

Kim Wilson

753-5086

436-2333
Betsworth

436-2308

753-5970
Dian* Boyd
759 1542

-
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Associational officers installed
The Rev. Cloys Bruce, pastor of New Bethel Baptist Church, Rt. 3, Benton, right, was elected as
moderator of the Blood Rive Baptist Association at the Tuesday morning part of its 117th annual session
held at First Baptist Church, Benton. The Rev. David Brasher, pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church
near Murray and former moderator, second right, led in the installation of new officers. Others are,
from left, The Rev. Charlie Simmons, pastor of Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, assistant
moderator,the Rev. James Garland, Hazel Baptist Church,assistant clerk, and Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor
emeritus of First Baptist Church, Murray, clerk. Not pictured is Dr. Herschel Morgan, First Baptist
Church, Benton, treasurer. The association has a membership of 15,778 from the 53 Southern Baptist
churches in Calloway and Marshall counties. Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray, delivered the doctrinal sermon at the Tuesday morning session. The Rev. Terry Sills is director of
missions for the association.

Your Individual Horoscope
.4111011Lienameillit.it

TUCK'S

PANELING

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

(100 PATTERNS)

4x8 LATTICE $10.95
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and DECKS
faucets
sinks
vanities
commodes

DOORS
DOOR UNITS

111

ediget.

VINYL $2.50 up
TUB UNITS
SHOWERS

Hwy. 45 1 MI. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

Ill

(
tz.1_00

*6'n:strong

PRE-WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
All Local Area Trade-Ins

1985 Ford Mustang LX 3 DR - only 13,000 miles.
1985 Ford Mustang LX 2 DR - LIKE NEW!
1985 Ford Escort 3 DR - only 24,000 miles.
1985 Mercury Lynx 3 DR - only 10,000 miles.
1984 Ford Mustang Convertible Black - LIKE NEW!
1984 Ford Mustang 3 DR V6 Automatic Trans-Loaded.
1985 Olds Ciera Brougham 4 DR - Like New - 24,000 miles.
1985 Mazda 626 4 DR - 13,000 miles.
1985 Honda LX 4 DR - Loaded - Like New!
50 Other Previously Owned Cars at Your Price

LOW COST FINANCING AVAILABLE

HATCHER
AUTO SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Murray, KY 42071

Back ache
may not mean
going to bed
BOSTON (AP) —
When people complain,
"Oh, my aching back,"
doctors often send them
to bed for a week. But
new research published
suggests that the best
medicine is just a day or
two of rest, or perhaps
none at all.
The study supports a
growing conviction
among physicians that
most backaches will go
away in a week or two,
no matter what the victim does, and prolonged
bed rest may do more
harm than good.
Doctors who conducted the research at.
the University of Texas
Health Science Center
at San Antonio say their
work supports the idea
that people with
backaches should try to
get back to work as
quickly as possible,
even if they still hurt.

Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,OCTOBER 25, 1986

LEO
ARIES
(July 23to Aug.22)
•
gr
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll have to watch your pride and
It's not the best essinirday night for
dadrig. Keep expectations reasonable your tendency to show oft You work
vin"led avoid outlandish behavior. Judg- boa
Guare—agafitst---setgeinent-4a-on target regarding famil)—.4age
ihdulgence.
and financial matters.
VIRGO
TAURUS
•
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Romantic emotions may cloud
Emotional reactions work against
you. Keep the lines of communication judgment. You're at your best sociaopen with partners and,then, you will lizing with friends with whom you
begin to work in harmony. Expect share common intellectual interests.
LIBRA
some disarray at home.
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
ZIOS
GEMINI
Thinking is on target concerning
(May 21 to June 20)
Morning hours are best for think- your career, but perhaps you may
ing, particularly about work. Later, need to be more discriminating in
judgment may be off a bit. Don't be your choice of friends or social
cavalier with respect to others' activities today.
feelings.
SCORPIO
CANCER
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
GIIIE
04IE
(June 21 to July 22)
Academic interests and mental
Decisions relating to children are hobbies are your strong suit today.
favored, but your customary shrewd- Travel is also favored. Don't get
ness' in monerthatters seems to suckered by someone's get rich quick
abandon you right now.
scheme.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Catch up on bookkeeping and
overdue _bills. Those in strange
locales should be extra careful of
Their bikiiigiiiks:Tri-a poor time to
seek advice.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You don't have to look far for
someone who understands you. Partners have a ready ear. Don't abuse
credit now. Be wary of bogus business propositions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Catch up on work left over from
the office. It's those little things that
can interfere with a relationship's
harmony. Strive for cooperation.

A

A

PISCES
sot:
.4614
(Feb. 19 to Nfar.20)
It's bat to put work interests aside
for now. Parents will have enjoyable
times with children, and singles will
meet with romantic Introductions.

Community events listed

Friday,Oct.24
Friday,Oct. 24
Murray High School
at 5:30 p.m., Basketball
team reunion at 6 p.m., will have a homecoming
Home Economics Alum- reception for all alumni
ni banquet at 8 p.m., at 3 p.m. at the school. A
Agriculture Alumni pep rally will be at 2:25
banquet at 6:30 p.m. and p.m. at school. MHS will
"Golden Memories" play Caldwell County at
Dance at 9 p.m., all at 8 p.m. at Ty Holland
Currie Center; Nursing Stadium.
————
Alumni banquet at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn.
Bethel 'Chapel
Pentecostal Church will
have a special gospel
service at 7 p.m.
ielhv
irilksat v1111"Ns
————
Games will be at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
We are pleased to
Lodge. This is for
announce that Paige
8 Oz. Ribeye
member', only.
Miller, bride-elect of
Includes choke of potato.
Chris Farmer, has
50
$4
tossed salad & French Bread.
AA and Al-Anon will
selected her china,
Thurs., Fri. & Sat , Oct. 23rd-25th
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
crystal,flatware, and
Kevil Center, South 10th
accessories from our
Street Extended,
complete
bridal
Mayfield.
registry. Paige and
Chris will be married
————
November 29.
Saturday,Oct. 25
Halloween Festival,
sponsored by United
*Every Thurs, Fri & Sat
Methodist Men of InEvening
dependence United
Methodist Church, will
7534541 121 Bv-Pes
759-1864
start at 5 p.m. at
1906 Coldwater Rd.
014
4.4-4 4-4-4 ot_r_4 04.4.:Airg,„4
church.
————
Clifton B. Cates
Detachment of Marine
Corps Leave will meet
at 9 a.m. in Mississippi
Room, Executive Inn,
Paducah.
————
Youth Halloween Party of First Baptist
Church will be from 7 to
10 p.m. at Bethel
Richardson's barn.
————
All participants in
Murray State University Homecoming Parade
should meet at 8:80 a.m.
In Bank of Murray parkbig lot off court square.
For information call
762-6951.
————
Homecoming events
at Murray State University will include: College of Education
breakfast at Murray
Middle School; Coffee
from 8 to 9:90 a.m. and
Smorgasbord from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
Curris Center; parade
at 9:30 a.m. from
downtown on Main
Street to the campus;
baseball alumni game
at 10 a.m. at Reagan
Field; crowning of
queen at 1:45 p.m. and
football game with Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium;
reception at Oakhurst
following game.
————
Benefit supper will
start at 4:30 p.m. followed by gospel singing at 7
*Fireplace Inserts
'Free Standing Wood Stoves
p.m. at Dexter Community Center. This is
'Wood & Coal Furnaces
*Coal & Wood arculators
sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers with proceeds to go to
W.A.T.C.H. in Murray
We're Growing
and to Crippled
Children's Telethon.
to get
———
Your
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
Business
Halloween party for
children at 1 p.m. and
Halloween Dance with
music by KT Express
Friday,Oct. 24
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Homecoming events
at Murray State University will include: Golf
Tournafhent at Miller

Friday,Oct. 24
Memorial Golf Course
at 7:30 a.m.; Tennis
Tournament at University Courts at 9 a.m.;
Biology Alumni at Hancock Biological Station
at 2 p.m.; "Run for the
Racers" at 5 p.m. at
Carr Health Building;
College of Business and
Public Affairs banquet

Homeplace Family Restaurant

4`,

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

$450

I

The Shon)case

HOLIDAY COOKBOOK
ENTER NOW!

Levicie Zambella, 1985 Winning Cook
Recipe: Shrimp Log

The Holiday Cookbook will be published Monday, November
17th. Send your recipes before Nov. 7th to The Murray Ledger
& Times C/O Holiday Cookbook, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071

Wood Heaters

•Each entrant can submit one recipe per category.
•Each entry should be typed or printed on a half-sheet Of typing paper.

Overall Winner Will Receive '35
Catitiorli Winneel WillEach Rifceive '10

Milierray Ledger & Times

(Cont'd on page 13)

40,

•
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Local churches announce Sunday pmusic and services
Various churches in
Murray and Calloway
County have released
information to the Murray Ledger & Times
concerning their services for Sunday, Oct.
26, as follows:
————
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Bill Hart,
pastor, will speak about
"The Spirit and The
Word," the first in a
series on Rediscovering
Wesley for Our Time, at
9:30 a.m. service at
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
"Dwelling in Beulah
Land" will be sung by
the Church Choir with
Nancy Hart as pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
"The Spirit and The
Word," the first in a
series of sermons on
Rediscovering Wesley
for Our Time, will be the
subject for the Rev. Bill
Hart, pastor, at 11 a.m.
service at Good
Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
The Choir will sing
"Majestic" with Diana
Tatlock as director and
Emma Knight and
Margaret Kennedy as
accompanists.
Sunday Scool will
start at 10 a.m.
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor, will speak about
"You Shall Be My
Witness" with scripture
from Acts 1:6-11 at 10:45
a.m. service at First
Christian Church.
The Chancel Choir
will sing "The Lord Is
My Light" with
Margaret Boone as
director and Gary
Galloway as organist.
Assisting will be Ron
Cella, Alison Burton,
Tory Holton, Ruth
Daughaday, Donna
Cathey, Dan McKee!,
Joe Rigsby, Coleman
McKeel, Jean Fleming,
Henry Fulton, Robert
Hopkins, David Reeves
and Bill Van Meter.
Sunday School will
start at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
former pastor, will

speak at 10:45 a.m. service at First Baptist
Church. Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will speak
about "An Open Door"
with scripture from Colossians 4:2-6 at 7 p.m.
service.
The Adult Choir,
directed by Wayne
Halley, minister of
music, will sing "Close
to Thee" at morning
hour and "His Love
Lifted Me" at evening
hour. Joan Bowker and
Alene Knight will be
accompanists.
Assisting will be
David Parker, deacon of
week, and the Rev. R.P.
Hodge, minister of _
Youth/Education.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. and Church
Training at 6 p.m.
First Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, minister, will
speak about "'The Cost
of Discipleship" at 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. services
at First United
Methodist Chaurch.
Kathleen Thomsen,
soloist, will sing "0
Lord Most Holy" at 8:30
service.
The Chancel Choir
will sing the anthem,
"Glorious Things of
Thee Are Spoken," at
10:50 service. Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain is the new
choir director and Bea
Farrell is organist.
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m., UMYF at
5:30 p.m. and special
study at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will speak
about "Whatever
Became of Sin?" with
scripture from Proverbs 6:16-19 at 11 a.m.
service at Memorial
Baptist Church.
The Young Musicians
Choir will sing "Step Into the SunshineY and
"All Night, All Day"
and the Church Choir
will sing "Trust" at
morning service. Milton
Gresham is music
minister with Margaret
Wilkins and Brenda
Hart as accompanists.
The pastor will speak

about "Is the Church
Just A Building?" with
scripture from Acts
2:41-47 at 7 p.m. service.*
Cheri Gregory will sing
a solo.
Sunday School will be
at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Training at 6 p.m.
University
Robin Wadley,
minister, will speak
about "Homecoming;
Do You Want to Attend?" at 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. services at University Church of Christ.
The Building Committee will make a presentation on the new
building at Highway 641
and 121 at 6 p.m.
service.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
Williams, Greg
DeLancey, Harold
Grogan, George
Gallagher, Cecil Like,
John Gallagher, Hoyt
Like, E.C. Wallin,
Murell Goheen, Keith
Hays, Wayne Doran,
Vernon Gantt, Rob
Gingles, Don Overbey,
Billy Pritchard, Gene
Rickman, Bobby
Bazzell, Leroy
Eldridge, David Thompson and Barry Albritton.
Bible classes will
start at 9:45 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Calvin
Clark, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. service at
Goshen United
Methodist Church. He
also will give the
children's devotion. Dan
Woods will assist.
The Church Choir,
directed by Robert
DeSimone, will sing
"The Lily of the Valley"
with Pat Brunn and
Suzanne Coleman as
accompanists.
Sunday School will
begin at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.
South Pleasant
The Rev. Bob Dotson,
pastor, will speak at
10:45 a.m. service at
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church. Scripture
reading wll e from Titus
2:1-15.
Truman Whitfield will
direct the Church Choir
as members sing "How

Reagan: Gorbachev proposal heartening
OKLAHOMA CITY five-year period in paign appearance in
(AP) — President which ballistic missiles Wisconsin, said eliminaReagan says Soviet would be eliminated — tion of all nuclear
leader Mikhail Gor: not necessarily all weapons was "an
ultimate goal" but not
bachev's latest pro- nuclear arms.
White House something that was
nouncement on arms
control is heartening, spokesman Larry negotiatd in Iceland.
He repeated that the
but the Soviets should Speakes, talking to
now "move the ball for- reporters aboard Air U.S. position "stressed
ward" on nuclear Force One as the presi- ballistic missiles" durtesting and arms dent flew to Springfield, ing the second five-year
Mo., following a cam- period.
reductions.
"Our negotiators are
ready in Geneva,"
Reagan said Thursday
IMT IMPORTED TRACTORS
in remarks in SprSAVE THOUSANDS
ingfield, Mo., before flying here °to continue a
political speaking tour.
Reagan, speaking at a
rally in support of
Missouri senatorial candidate Christopher
Bond, said, "It was
heartening to find Mr.
Gorbachev agreeing
with me yesterday, that
the proposals we made
In Iceland are still on
the table."
"Our negotiators are
ready in Geneva," the
president added. "We
must not allow areas
where there's agreement to be held hostage
to areas where there
isn't."
"The Soviets should
move the ball forward in
areas such as longrange intermediate
nuclear forces and
nuclear testing, and
we're prepared to do
so," the president said.
In a speech on Soviet
television Wednesday,
Gorbachev said that
during his talks with
Reagan in Reykjavik,
Iceland, the two leaders
had "realized a higher
stage not only in analyzing the situation but in
defining the aims and
framework of possible
agreements on nuclear
disarmament."
Gorbachev also said
Reagan had agreed to
the elimination of all
strategic offensive
arms.
But the administration maintains Reagan
proposed a 50 percent
reduction in nuclear
weapons over five
years, followed by a

Perkins Diesel Engine

39 H.P.'6995 42 H.P. '7995
Now In Stock end Reedy for immediate Delivery!

Brandon Bros. Used Cars
& IMT Dealer
753-4356

705 S. 12th St.

Great Thou Art" with
Kathy Erwin and Tom- accompanists
Sunday School will
m y Gaines as
accompanists.
start at 10 a.m.
Assisting will be
Westaide Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
Mitch McClain, Stephen
Keel, Myrtle Cooper, pastor, will speak about
Jane Cothran, Wanda "The Wonders of SalvaKimbro, Joyce Gordon, tion and Justification"
Kenny Erwin, Ronnie with scripture frm
Jackson, Roger Kimbrp Romans 5:1-2 at 9 and
and Daryl Rogers.
10:50 a.m. services and
James Mahan will be about "The Wonders of
song leader for Bible Salvation and SancStudy at 8 p.m. Sunday tification" with scripSchool will be at 9:45 ture from I Corinthians
a.m.
1:2, 30 at 8 p.m. service
at Westside Baptist
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Church.
Tommy Scott will
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. direct the music with
services at Grace Bap- Patsy Neale and Susie
tist Church.
Scott as accompanists.
Leland Peeler will Teresa Gilson will sing a
direct the Church Choir solo at 9 a.m. service.
At 10:50 service Lu
as members sing
"Headed For Glory" at Farmer and Tony
morning service and Oliver will sing solos
"What Will I Leave and the Church Choir
Behind" at evening ser- will sing "I'm Bound for
vice. Dwane Jones and the Kingdom." The
Anita Smith will be Children's Choir will
accompanists.
sing "Sing to the Lord"
Sunday School with and a trio composed of
James Rose as Emily, Susie and Tomsuperintendent and my Scott will sing "Who
Regina Peeler and Can Do Anything?"
Susan Jones as accomSunday School will
panists will start at 9:45 start at 10 a.m.
a.m.
Russell Chapel
The Rev. Marvin L.
First Presbyterian
Dr. Stanford Hen- Napier, pastor, will
drickson, guest speaker, speak at 9:45 a.m. serwill talk about "Reflec- vice at Russell Chapel
tions From the Past" United Methodist
with scripture from Church.
At 6 p.m. service the
Acts 19:13-16 and
28:11-13 at 10:45 a.m. Palestine United
service at First Methodist Church will
Presbyterian Church.
spport the service.
The Choir, directed by
Church School will be
Daniel Craig with Susan at 10:45 a.m.
Chamberlain as
Palestine
Palestine United
organist, will sing the
anthem, "Immortal Methodist Church will
Love, For Ever Full, hear the pastor, the
For Ever Flowing Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
Free."
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Church School will
Church School with
start at 9:30 a.m.
Eugene Rudolph as
Coldwater
superintendent will
The Rev. George start at 10 a.m.
Culp, pastor, will speak
Sinking Spring
about "Our Problem
The Rev. Eddie
and God's Provision — Young, pastor, will
Our Response" at 11 speak about "The Buda.m. about "More Than ding Fig Tree" with
Conquerors" with scrip- scripture from Luke
ture from Romans 8:1-8, 21:25-38 at 11 a.m. ser18-25 at 6 p.m. service at vice and about "The
Coldwater Baptist Mystery of the Church"
Church.
--with scripture from
Bobby Manning will Ephesians 5:25-32 at 7
direct the music with p.m. service at Sinking
Marge West and Jen- Spring Baptist Church.

Steve Knott will serve
as deacon of the week.
Max McGinnis will
direct the music with
Sharon Furches and
Laura Paschall as
accompanists.
Sunday Scool with
Knott as director will be
at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Kevin
Young as director will
be at 6 p.m.
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "To Tithe
or Not to Tithe — Is
There A Question?" at
11 a.m, service at
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. He will speak

Hazel Baptist
Dr. H. Franklin
Paschall, evangelist for
revival services, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at
Hazel Baptist Church
Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with
Oneida White and Gwyn
Key as accompanists.
The Church Choir will
sing "Jesus Is the
Sweetest Name I Know"
at morning hour.
Sunday School with
Jackie Wilson as director will start at 9:45
a.m. and Church Training with Charles Overcast as director will
start at 5:30 p.m.

About "Manifestation,"
10 in a series of 11 on
Great Words of the
Gospel, at 6:30 p.m.
service.
Phillip Garrett will
direct the music with
Hazel Brandon and
Carol Kelly as accompanists. The Choir will
sing "Lord I Want To Be
A Christian" at morning
service. Paulette
Borders and Lisa
Polivick will sing at
evening service.
Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with
Terry Byerly as director will be at 5:30 p.m.

SPECIAL:
Bar-B-Q Plate
and Med. Drink
,includes Toasted Bun,
French Fries, Choice
of Baked Beans or
Cole Slaw

$325

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Spacial Good Oct. 20-27

753-0045

Chestnut St. Murray

Treat your favorite "Pumpkin"
to a Ghost of
eathve-Snii
a Deal at
werTront
BOB GREEN

PADUCAH KENTUCKY 420(11

BUY TWO TICKETS TO
THE WRIGHT BROS. CONCERT...
Friday, Oct. 31, 1986 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, 1986 8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m.

AND GET TWO NIGHTS LODGING
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!!
Friday & Saturday — Oct. 31, 1986-Nov. 1, 1986
Saturday & Sunday — Nov. 1, 1986-Nov. 2, 1986
Double $39.00
Single $35.00
*There we only a limited number of rooms available, so caN now for advanced reserve
dons. 1-800-626-3398.
NA

*L0EnauSir.

0 FROM THE
ir)
PLATTER
PARSON'S
/--SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. He who keeps his face towards the sun
shall find that the shadows fall behind him.
2. Some are so conservative they give the
Impression nothing should be done for the first
time.
3. If you are a stranger to prayer, you are a
stranger to power.
4. Daily prayers lessen daily cares.
5. I refuse to gratify the devil by being
discouraged! Helen Cain
6. There is no king who has not had a slave
among his ancestors, and no slave who has not
had a king among his. Helen Keller
7. If a nation values anything more than
freedom, it will lose its freedom: and the irony
of it is that if it is comfort or money that it
values more, it will lose that too. Somerset
Maugham

Kelvinator dishwashers leave dishes
throughly clean and spotfree. It allows
you to wash dishes more economically,
with a full load.

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
8

209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

COME TO THE

••••
••
•
••
•
••••••

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Rent 3 Movies Get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Pickup Friday, Bring Back Monday
Remember Our Video Camera Rentals
Great for Homecoming

VCR Rentals
:995
$125°
Weekend

Per Week

Choose from over 2100
Movies and more arriving daily

Open Till 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

One Coupon Per Family
Save '2.00 ON OUR REGULAR
s995 portrait package.
OFFER 0000 CN DATES LISTED BELOW
Natant this coupon io the photographer
Adverased speciele include traditional posse only Lima one special
Pecieve per sublect Black and while backgrounds and spacial
'Recta mamas NOT available in advertising package
Christmas background available.
Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs.-Mon., Oct. 23-27
Photographer Hours: Daly 10 am-il pm
Except Monday 10 am-6 pm Sunday 12:30-5
ALL AGES • FAMILIES •
GROUPS • INDIVIDUAL
o extra
per
GrovaLOOr
slacton
Hwy 641 North, Murray

mer,Lar,
çcios

ve
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FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Rent one of our Luxury Vans

For Your Tailgate Party
as little as

•
'98**

ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
If you are and have a safe driving record,
we probably can save you money on your car
insurance, with the
State Auto
rr7 Insurance
Medalist Auto Policy. Call mr
-1-J Companies
.
us today.
A Mono yoo ca^ clepena

Ti,. lorst
100 el..,
FREE

Pickup Friday p m
Bring Back Monday a m

PURDOM, THURMAN
Agents:
& MCNUTT
Dan McNutt

Dwain
Coll Gene
502-733-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

407 Maple

Southside of the Cl. Square

Bill Thurman
Pete Purdent

753-44

Where Quality Counts

tv

',T41
NO w
Thornton Tile MARY
ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.
& Marble
404 S. 12th St.
612 South 9th St.
753-7986

Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-5719

Your Local Marble Mfg.
Open 8:00 to 4:30
Mon. thru Fri.

Small Animal Medicine
& Surgery
24 Hour
121.14111SOUTI.
1-1
Emergency
LJ
Service

WESPLIT
THE APPLE IN HALF!
THOROBRED COMPUTER PRESENTS

THE LASER 128
APPLE Ile/lIc
COMPATIBLE

RACER FORM

67N

GAMES NOTES

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
314 Main St.

Murray

MINK

1NAPAO

753-7733

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

111111.F8

The Starter, Alternator & Generator
Shop has moved to the 641 location.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
753-4424
605 Maple St
753-7771

641 North

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!
Come _by andIonter
WSJP's

4

-19

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by MO
ends maw&
Total Pratentia I $2,500

Parker
Ford — Lincoln — Mercury
701 Mein Stroet

Mummy, Ky.42071

WHAT-A-PIZZA!
WHAT-A-DEAL!
WHAT-A-WEEK!

e.•

A WHOLE WEEK OF SAVINGS FROM
DOMINO'S PIZZA.
Mssows* needed. Just call and ask for the day's special.

SUNDAY
SUPER
off any large pizza!
$2
(2 topping minimum)

MONDAY MADNESS

2 free bottles ol Cokee with any pizza

TWO FOR TUESDAY
2-topping pizza and 2 bottles
Dinner lot two. A regular
of Coke'for $8.99.

WACKY WEDNESDAY

Free pepperoni!(Or your choice of one free topping)

TERRIFIC THURSDAY
$1 off any pizza

FRIDAY FEAST
Dinner for 4 A large. 2-topping pizza and 4 servings
of Cokes, for only $11 99

SIX PACK SATURDAY
Si. pack

of Coke. for 994 with any pizza order

Expires 1112/86

•
S

101

Hours:
4pm- lam Mon Thurs.
Frt

Item-2m
Sat.
Item- lam Sun
753_9844 Our drivers carry loss

-• 810
Chestnut
o

*111
"
0

Murray State Racers (2-3-1, 1-1 OVC)
vs. Tennessee Tech -Golden Eagles (0-5, 0-2 OVC)
October 25, 1986, 2 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)
Murray, Kentucky
GAME 7
HOMECOMING 1986

than 820.00
Limited delivery area.
1981 Domino's Pizza I -

Best
Wishes

?AR/GAS
401 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

THUS FAR: Murray State Is 2-3-1 overall, 1-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference(W 42-17 Southeast Missouri, L 31-0 Southern Illinois, T
10-10 Western Kentucky, L 38-25 at Central Florida, W 17-15 Eastern
Kentucky,L 24-13 at Akron). Tennessee Tech is 0-5 overall,0-2 in the
Ohio Valley Conference (L 51-0 at' Tulsa, L 83-3 at TennesseeChattanooga, L 59-13 Georgia Southern, L 30-6 at Youngstown State,
L 28-20 Morehead State).
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer 18 37-22-2 in his sixth season as
head coach at Murray State. In that time he has achieved the ranking of eighth winningest active coach at the NCAA Division I-AA level.
A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, Beamer spent two seasons as defensive coordinator of the Racers before accepting the head coaches position in 1980. MSU's record since Beamer arTivetTain campus is 55-26-3.
He is 4-1 against Tennessee Tech.
Jim Ragland is in his first season as head coach at Tennessee Tech.
A 1964 graduate of TTU, he was a three-year letterman as a quarterback for the Golden Eagles, earning All-OVC honors in 1963.
THE SERIES' Begun with a 26-6 Tennessee Tech win on Nov. 7,
—1930, the series sees Tech holding a 26-24-1 advantage, a lead that has
been whittled away during the last three seasons, which has seen MSU
win three straight over TTU.The Racers are 12-11-1 at home against
TTU, including last season's 29-21 victory on Sept. 28. Overall scoring is MSU 789, TTU 717, for an average game going to MSU by a
score of 18-14. MSU is 11-9 in games against TTU decided by a
touchdown or leas, with a 5-8 record at home in such games.
THIS DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State is 4-3-2 when
playing football on this date, with a 3-1 record at home and an 0-1
ripcord again Tennessee Tech. That game was in 1958, when TTU
squeezed out a 15-14 victory in Murray. Rick Fisher gained 125 yards
in 27 carries against East Tennessee State in 1969 for the only 100-yard
game by a Racer on this date.

Ii

CALL OUT THE INFANTRY: In the last four games between Murray State and Tennessee Tech,the Golden Eagles have scored a total
of four touchdowns, with three (the trio scored in season) coming on
the ground. The last time TTU threw a touchdown pass against the
Racers was in 1982, when a one-yard flip was the difference in TTU's
last win over Murray,10-3. Tech has scored a total of 37 points against
the Racers in the last four encounters, while the Racers have scored
89 points. Since Beamer introduced the wide tackle six at MSU,Tech
has scored only five touchdowns against the Racers, three on the
ground and two in the air.
HOMECOMING IN STEWART STADIUM: Today marks the 14th
observance of Homecoming in Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers
have enjoyed tremendous success in Homecoming games in Stewart
Stadium, entering today's contest with an 11-2 record. For the past
two seasons, it's been the big play that's won the game for the Racers
before Homecoming crowds. In 1984, Ralph Robinson set a modernday school record with his 96-yard interception return for a touchdown
against Akron for a 13-6 win. Last year, Stanley Howard electrified
the audience with his three reverses for 104 yards and two
touchdowns. He had a 64-yard touchdown pass from Kevin Sisk for
good measure as the Racers downed Morehead State, 35-9.
HALL OF FAME RENEWAL: Today's crowd will meet the five
inductees to the Murray State University Athletic Hall of Fame. The
class is the first to be inducted since 1982. The revival of the Hall was
made possible by Hall of Fame member Bill Thompson of Owensboro,
whose contribution helped establish a permanent endowment for the
Hall of Fame and its banquet. The newest members were formally
Inducted Thursday night. They are: Dick Cunningham, basketball
player; Tony Fioravanti, football player; Fred Sowerby, sprinter;
Cal Luther, former basketball coach and athletic director; and Jim
Moore, former assistant and head football coach and boxing coach.
WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: During the past five and
a half seasons, Murray State has compiled a 31-7-1 record in games
which the Racers have been on the scoreboard first. This season the
Racers have scored first twice, in the 10-10 tie to Western Kentucky
and the 24-18 loss at Akron.
PAYNE'S CLIMB' With his 43 yards against Akron, RODNEY
PAYNE now has a career total of 1,449 yards, which leaves him 162
behind Russ Hake and ninth place in the MSU career rushing
category. The 43-yard effort last Thursday marks the second time
In as many games that Payne was held under 45 yards. The 83 yards
he gained against Eastern Kentucky and Akron is his lowest two-game
total since coming to Murray State. His least productive game was

a 34-yard effort in his first collegiate game, against South Carolina
State last year.
WOODIE ON THE MOVE: With ten tackles against Akron last
week,outside linebacker TONY WOODIE has moved into fourth place
on the all-time tackle chart. HIS 306 stops leave him 26 behind Eddie
McFarland and third place, while he needs 74 more tackles to match
Donald White's MSU reeord of 380.
HICKERT GETTING CLOSE: Junior placekicker PAUL
HICKERT is closing on some records of his own. With his seven points
against Akron, he moved into second place in the modern-day scoring for MSU with 144 points, only nine points away from Jeff Lancaster's modern-day scoring record of 153. From there, it's on to the
all-time MSU scoring record of 241, set by Harlan Brodie in 1927-30.
Hickert's 72 career extra-point successes leaves him three behind the
MSU career PATS kicked record of 75, set by Stan Watts. If he hits
his next three, not only will he tie Watts' career record, he'll also tie
his own MSU record for consecutive PATS kicked. He set the mark
at 33 during his freshman season.
BIRD BLASTS: Junior fullback BILL BIRD has yet to lose a yard_.
carrying the ball this season. The last time Bird lost yardage on a
carry was his last carry of the 1985 season at Western Kentucky. In
his career, he's lugged the ball 206 times and lost yardage only 11
times, which means he gets yardage for the Racers 95 percent of the
time the ball is handed to him.
LAST MEETING: Murray State 29, Tennessee Tech 21, Oct. 28,
1985, Murray, Ky.(10,500) — The game opened with plenty of action
under the lights of Stewart Stadium. Tech's Lorenza Rivers returned the opening kickoff to the 16, but quarterback Patrick Pope coughed the ball up three plays into the drive, giving the Racers the ball
on the ITU 24. Rodney Payne went around left end for 11 yards, then
Stanley Howard scooted around right end for 13 yards and the score.
Tech responded by marching 80 yards in four plays, capping the series
with a brilliant execution of the option pitch by Pope to Rivers from
40 yards out. Playing tit-for-tat, the Racers then put together an
87-yard, six-play drive which saw Payne take the ball 35 yards in the
second play to move the Racers to the'ITU 44. After three short gains
and a 13-yard defensive holding penalty, Willie Cannon tried the left
end, found it jammed up, then reversed his field for a 21-yard
touchdown sprint. A two-point conversion to make up for Paul
Hickert's missed PAT (the first of two missed in the game) made
the score 14-7. Again Pope fumbled the ball deep in his own territory,
giving the Racers Possession on the TTU 20. Five-yard runs by Cannon and Carlos Warford were sandwiched around a two-yard run by
Payne, setting up the eight-yard touchdown pass from Kevin Sisk to
Chuck Cummings. Forced to punt the ball away on its next possession, Tech was unable to catch Payne on the third play of the MSU
drive, as he exploded off right end for 52 yards and paydirt, giving
MSU a 26-7 lead at the end of the first quarter. After that, it was nearly
all Tech. Pope capped a 49-yard, 4-play drive with an 11-yard run with
7:28 left in the first half, then the Eagles capitalized on a Kevin Sisk
interception to go 63 yards in eight plays, with Rivers scoring from
three yards out to make the halftime score 26-21. Hickert's 43-yard
field goal with 4:28 left in the third quarter was the only scoring either
team could muster as the Racers held on. Other than the scoring drive
in the third quarter, the Racers invaded Tech turf only once in the
second half, poking to the TTU 45. Meanwhile,'TTU made the game
exciting late, driving from its own 34 to the MSU 13 with less than
a minute left in the contest. On a fourth-and-eight at the 13, the Racers
held, permitting Sisk to kneel twice to end the game. Tech enjoyed
solid performances from Pope (129 yards in 22 carries) and Eddie
Hayward 112 yards in 28 carries), while Rivers chipped in 88 yards
In 8 carrie . Payne picked up 138 yards in 11 attempts for the Racers.
ELSEWhERE IN THE OVC: Youngstown State at Eastern Kentucky (12:bO p.m. CDT), Western Kentucky at Austin Peay (1 p.m.
CDT), Tennessee State at Morgan State (12:30 p.m. CDT), and
Morehead State at Akron (6 p.m. CDT).
TODAY'S OFFICIALS: Referee — L.V. McGinty; Umpire — Jack
Swann; Linesman—Bill Smith; Line Judge—Curt Duff; Field
Judge—Eddie Hays; Back Judge—Larry Clemons.
NEXT WEEK: The Racers travel to Morehead State for a 12:30
p.m.(CDT)kickoff in Jayne Stadium.Tech hosts Akron in Cookeville.
SOLID l'HARPE: A salute to junior inside linebacker JON
THAFtPE, who recorded a remarkable 21 tackles in the Akron game
last week. He made 14 solo stops and had 7 assisted tackles. He also
picked off a Vernon Stewart pass to set up MSU's first touchdown.

Reg. $140 Now $89.95
38 Short thru 50 Long
Reg. $89 Now $59
Blazers
38 Short thru 56 Long

Stilts

The New

cTO4

Hwy. 641

N.
Murray
753-4488

•
II

Sunday Buffet 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lunch Special
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Restaurant

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Serving Chinese & American
Carry-Outs 753-4488
Open 7 Days A Week
4:30-10 p.m. Sat
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Sun.-Fri.

28 thru 54
New Arrival!
Men's Long Sleeve Knit Shirts
2X, 3X, 4X $14.50
Big & Tall Cotton & Poly
Sport

Ties

Banquet Room up to 200 people
(For More Information Call 753 4488)

Go Racers!

$19.95-$2,4.50

Pants

Shirts

$14.50
4, Price Reg. $10 Now SR

Use Our Convenient Lay-A.Way
MasterCard or VISA
We Fit Tall, Big & In-Between

(Jlark's Clothing
Next to e-litart) Ky. ill Illy-Peas

Murray. Ky

751.8$97
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Meet

Amos McCarty
of the

Home Team
See Amos For All
Your Real Estate
Needs
84 Celebrity
P.S., P.B

Air, Stereo. V-8, Burg. HI XXX Miles!

I I IRISI

$6995!!

S. 12th
753-7114

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars

759_1839 700 Main

The '87's Are Here!
SAGARIN'S COMPUTER RATINGS
FOR DIVISION I-AA

1. Nevada-Reno (30)
2. Arkansas State (43)
3. Nicholls State (55)
4. Furman (64)
5. Georgia Southern (67)
6. Stephen F. Austin (69)
7. Holy Cross (70)
8. William & Mary (71)
9. Louisiana Tech(74)
10. Appalachian State (76)
11. North Texas State (77)
12. Eastern Illinois (79)
13. Tennessee State (83)
14. Idaho (85)
15. New Hampshire (87)
16. Northern Iowa (88)
17. Delaware State (89)
Delaware (90)
18.
_
19. Richmond (91)
20. Western Carolina (94)
21. Pennsylvania (97)
22. Northwest Louisiana (99)
23. Northeast Louisiana (101)
24. Eastern Washington (103)
26. Sam Houston State (107)
26. Middle Tennessee (111)
27. Connecticut (112)
28, Jackson State (113)
29. Boise State (115)
30. Illinois State (116)
31. Eastern Kentucky (117)
32. Akron (120)
33. Tennessee-Chattanooga (121)
34. Massachusetts (123)
35. Southern Illinois (126)
36. Southern University (129)
37. North Carolina A&T (132)
38. Marshall (136)
39. James Madison (137)
40. Grambling (138)
41. McNeese State (139)
42. Southwest Texas State (140)
43. Lamar (141)

44. Mississippi Valley State (142)
45. Cornell (143)
48. Morehead State (144)
47. Northern Arizona (147)
48. South Carolina State (148)
49. Weber State (149)
50. Lafayette (150)
51. Maine (151)
52. Florida A&M (153)
53. Austin Peay (154)
54. MURRAY STATE (156)
55. Alcorn State (156)
56. East Tennessee State (157)
57, Brown (158)
58. Bethune-Cookrnan (159)
59. Western Kentucky (160)
60. Western Illinois (161)
61. Boston University (162)
62. Colgate (163)
63. Idaho State (164)
64. Youngstown State (166)
65. Northeastern (166)
66. Southwest Missouri State (167)
67. Indiana State (169)
68. Lehigh (170)
69. Montana (171)
70. Yale (173)
71. Harvard (174)
72. Bucknell (175)
73. VMI (177)
74. Montana State (179)
75. Citadel (180)
76. Alabama State (181)
77. Prairie View A&M (182)
78. Texas Southern (183)
79. Rhode Island (184)
80. Princeton (185)
81. Tennessee State (186)
82. Dartmouth (187)
83. Howard (188)
84. Morgan State (189)
85. Columbia (190)
86. Davidson (191)

HOMECOMING 1986

-Stop In
and See Us-

Grand Wagoneer

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.,
Hwy. 641 N.

‘` RENAULT

753-6448

Good
Luck
Racers!

M.-S.
10-9

Central
Shopping
Center

753-7670
HOME TV 81 APPUANCE

"2 Prints For 1
The Price of 1"
*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires Oct. 31. 1966

Snapshot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza
759-9347

She will be
One of these five finalists will be the 1988 Homecoming Queen at Murray State University.
the
between
game
football
the
to
prior
p.m.
1:35
at
begin
to
ceremonies
crowned Saturday, Oct. 25, in
junior;
Racers and Tennessee Tech University. They are,from left front, Monica Hobbs, Cunningham
Turner,
Roches Perry, Murray junior; and Valerie Meter, Memphis, Tenn., senior; and (back) Tonya
of the
Gracey junior; and Amy Roger, Carmi, fl. junior. The Homecoming Queen is selected by vote
student body.

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Hwy. 121 N.

Murray, Kentucky

Repair
Parts
RV Repair
Welding
Trucks
Used Trailers
1 Cars

759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

Bel Air Shopping Center

Chestnut Hulls
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

David W. Brandon
(502)753-7246

-a

,

I
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Racers stilt in 'good shape'
in race for conference title
two. If we win the rest of
By KENT BROWN
our games, and
Sports Editor
All they have to do is somebody beats Akron,
win.
Well, almost all.
After two Ohio Valley
Conference games the
Murray State Racers
stand at 1-1, one game
behind 2-0 Morehead
State. The Racers
defeated Eastern Kentucky 17-15 and lost to
Akron 24-13.
Austin Peay has a 2-1
OVC record, while then we will be the
Akron, Eastern Ken- champions.
"We are going to have
tucky and Youngstown
to execute and have
State are 1-1.
"We are in good shape great effort. Without
right now," MSU head both of these, we could
coach Frank Beamer Just as easily lose the
said. "I feel the con- rest of our games."
MSU hosts Tennessee
ference champion will
have one loss, but not Tech this Saturday in its

Magic Tri
10-21-85
Team
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Paradise Kennels
Photography by Hal
Dallas Willoughby Ins
Dennison-Hunt
Thurman Furniture
Lucky Seven
Futrell The

W L
21 7
34
23
90
19
16
15
13
13
12

8
9
12
13
16
17
19
19

20
7 35
Apple Tree School
5 27
Rick's Vinyl Roots
High Team Game (SC)

Economy Tire
Photography by Hal
Peoples Bank

881
WM

Photography by Hal
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank

1073
1028
1(40

1115
High Team Game (HC)

High Team Series (SC)
2447
2419
2291

Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Photography by Hal

High Team Series (DC)
SOS
Pb010111‘Pby by ad
2054
Peoples Bank
nu
Economy 7110
High lad. Game(SC)
512
Pat McCYrthy
213
Vicki Oliver
Mary Harris
High Ind. Game (DC)
270

Pat McCarthy
Mary Harris
Yield Oliver
Joyce Noel

241
1141
311

High led. Series (SC)
W1
Pat McCarthy
614
Betty Smith
501
Mary Branacomb
High Ind. Series (DC)
705
Pat McCarthy
WO
Pat Johnson
SN
Jane Evans
High Averages
178
178
168
1e7

Lola Smith
Susanne Cotton
Lou Darnell
Sondra Rice
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Homecoming game,
travels to Morehead
State Nov. 1, hosts
Youngstown State Nov.
8 and Middle Tennessee
Nov. 15 and travels to
Austin Peay Nov. 22.
Akron hosts
Morehead State this
Saturday, Austin Peay
Nov. 8 and Eastern Kentucky Nov. 15. It plays
at Tennessee Tech Nov.
1 and at Youngstown
State Nov. 22.
Morehead State still
has alvay games with
Middle Tennessee and
Eastern Kentucky, in
additiqn to facing Akron
Satuy:"To be a championship team, you have to
win on the road as well
as at home," Semler
said. "If you get the concentration and the effort, the crowd shouldn't
have any effect on you
on the road."
Beamer hopes his
Racers start their drive
toward the OVC crown
with a good performance against Tennessee Tech (0-5, 0-2).
The Golden Eagles
are coming off a 28-20
loss to Morehead State
In CooksvWe,the closest
they have come to winning this season. Tech
also has lost to Tulsa
51.0, Tennessee Chattanooga 33-3,
Georgia Southern 59-13
and Youngstown State
30-6.
First-year head coach
Jim Ragland has redshirted several of the
Golden Eagles top
players, including running back Eddie
Hayward, quarterback
Patrick Pope, running
back "Chicken" Rivers
and linebacker Thomas
Squires.
Both Pope and
Hayward gained over

100 yards in last year's
29-21 loss to Murray
State.
"I'll tell you what,"
Beamer said. "This
game scares me to
death. Tech has played
a very good schedule, so
it's 0-5 right now. But
this team is getting better and better, as is evident from how it played
Morehead State last
week. Tech had chance
to win that game.
"Coach Ragland has
been using a lot of young
players, and young
players have a knack
for bouncing back and
not letting the losses get
them down too much. In
all the films I've seen of
Tech, I've yet to see one
of its players loaf on a
play. These guys play
hard.
"I consider Tennessee
Tech to be a dangerous
team. They make
mistakes, but they
make them at full
speed. They are right on
the verge of beating
somebody."
Beamer said the
Golden Eagles like to
use an option offense
and noted that offense
gave the Racers problems in the Southern
Illinois-Carbondale and
Akron games.

Matt photo by Dinyld H .1•1111,1

MSU Hall of Fame inductees
men entering
Murray State University held a banquet Thursday night at the Currie Center for the five
Sowerby, Dick Cunn
Its Athletic Hall of Fame. Those inductees are, left to right, Jim Moore, Fred
in 1941 and 1948 47
Ingham, Cal Luther and Tony Floravantl. Moore was the head football coach at MSU
and competed in the
1970-73
from
track
ran
Sowerby
1939.
in
team
boxing
only
school's
the
founded
and
196548 and holds all
1978 Olympics for his native country, Antigua Cunningham played basketball from
average. Luther
of MSC's rebounding records. He led the nation in rebounding in 1987, with a 21.8
was the athletic
He
1989.
and
1984
in
NCAAs
the
to
it
leading
1958-74,
coached the basketball team from
He played from
director from 1967-78. Floravanti was the first pass-oriented quarterback at MSC.
111111-83, setting several passing records.

Hurst hurls Red Sox by Mets
Now, leading the
Series 3-2, the Red Sox
hope Roger Clemens,
who started the year
with a perfect record,
can put a perfect ending
on the 1986 season.
Clemens, the winningest
pitcher in the majors,
will have five days' rest
when he starts Game 6
Saturday night in New
York against Bob
Ojeda, working with
Just three days off.
A situation so scary to
the Red Sox just one day
ago suddenly has the
Mets preparing for the
worst.
Hurst, like Clemens,
got an extra day's rest
because Boston
Manager John
McNamara pushed

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The
Boston Red Sox beat the
New York Mets, not
themselves.
They put a history of
Fenway failures behind
Tennessee Tech has them Thursday night
one of the best kicking and, when a classic Red
games in the con- Sox collapse seemed all
ference, Beamer said. too possible, instead
Scott Meadows is moved sttithin one vicleading the OVC in pun- tory of their first World
ting, with a 44.8-yard Series championship
average. James Coney since 1918.
is third in kick returns,
"I guess we got the
averaging 24.1. Kicker home-court advantage
Ryan Weeks has made 5 off our backs," Dave
of 8 field goals.
Henderson said after
"The game is divided pitcher Bruce Hurst
into three parts — of- helped Boston avert a
fense, defense and the three-game sweep at its
kickkng game.,'' own ballpark by winn(Oont'd on page 11)
ing 4-2.

Ito FALL SPECTACULAR
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only
The Stihl man will be here Friday & Saturday
Financing Available, 90 Days Same As Cash

Stihl 024

Stihl 009L

16" Bar

14" Bar

Stihl 028 WB
Wood Boss

back his rotation. The
move seemed shaky
when longshot Al Nipper
lost Game 4, but Hurst
made it look wise.
"Mac called a little
team meeting. He said
we had our backs to the
wall and that he had
taken some criticism for
his pitching decision,
but he said he felt we
were where he wanted
us to be," Hurst said.
"I felt stronger, but I
didn't really feel like I
was at my best tonight."
True, he did not pitch
as well as he did in winning Game 1, when he
shut out New York for
eight innings on four
hits. This time, he gave
up 10 hits before ending
the game by striking out
Red Sox nemesis Lenny
Dykstra with a runner
on base — thus becoming the first Boston leftWinder to win a Series
game at Fenway since
Babe Ruth in 1918.
But if Hurst was not at
his best, Dwight Gooden
was far worse.
Gooden, working on
three days' rest for the
first time this season,
pitched poorly for the
second time in the
Series and got his second loss.
"It is very disappointing. I have to prepare
for the 1987 season,"
said Gooden, knocked
out in the fifth inning
after allowing nine hits
and four runs. One of
those runs, however,
was unearned as the
Meta' fielders again did
not come to his defense.

Gooden said he felt
strong but, despite being one of the hardest
throwers in the game,
relied more than ever on
off-speed pitches — 25 of
his first 37 by one count.
"It wasn't really vintage Doc out there,"
Meta Manager Davey
Johnson said.
Boston finished with
12 hits, two by Marty
Barrett. That gave him
20 in the combined
playoffs and Series, the
most ever.
The defeat saddled
Gooden with an 0-3
record in the
postseason, including a
loss and a no-decision in
the National League
playoffs.
"He was throwing out
of character," said
Boston's Bill Buckner.
"He must have thrown
50 percent breaking
balls."
The Mets, with
Gooden on the mound.
felt supremely confident
of knocking off Boston
for the third straight
night.
But it was New York
that got knocked out
Henderson's liner was
misplayed into a one-out
triple in the second, and
Spike Owen followed
with a sacrifice fly that
put the home team
ahead for the first time
In this Series.
From then on, Boston
never looked back and
not even a chilly, swirling wind could rouse the
demons of Fenway's
(Cont'd on page 11)
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FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY,
A SPORTY TRUCK VALUE
NOW CETS $650 WORTH
OF EXTRAS AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE!
SE-5 is loaded to start with: 5-Sprei.1•Step Bumper
• Spoker Wheels • White-Letter Steel-Belted Radial', •
And more. NOW ADD: Bed Liner • Mud Guards
• Sliding Rear Window • Floor
Mats• AM/FM Stereo • ALL AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE ID YOU!
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Madisonville upsets Murray 1-0
Murray High's Isaac Schroeder battles a Madisonville player
during the Tigers' 1-0 loss in the semi-finals of the regional
tournament Thursday at University Heights in Hopkinsville.
The Maroons scored their goal in the opening minutes of the

game. Murray kept the pressure on Madisonville's defense
throughout the game, but couldn't get the goal it needed. The
loss ended MHS's season with an41-2 record. Two of those wins
were over Madisonville.

Mets third baseman
Ray Knight said.
"Sometimes, drive and
determination can overcome talent."
Boston had all three
Thursday night. But it
did not look that way at
the start.
Rather, Boston's first
Inning resembled what
happened in a 6-2 loss
the previous night —
Evans made the final
out and left the bases
loaded.
The Red Sox were just
1-for-10 with runners in
scoring position in that
loss, yet started reversing that trend in the second inning.
Henderson hit a line
drive which right fielder
Darryl Strawberry let
deflect off his glove near
the wall, and Dykstra
fell down while backing
up the play. Owen's fly
to medium left field was
deep enough to score
Henderson ahead of
Mookie Wilson's throw.
In the third, Buckner
hit a routine grounder
that Rafael Santana

fumbled for an error.
While Red Sox relievers
were waving white
towels in the bullpen to
encourage fans, Jim
Rice followed with a
single and Evans stroked a two-out fastball up
the middle.
Buckner, playing with
bad knees and a torn
Achilles' tendon, wobbled around third base
and scored with a headfirst dive. He lay at the
plate for a moment,
then limped to the
dugout to a standing
ovation led by Williams.
"I died at home. But I
made it and that's what
counts," Buckner said.
Rice opened the fifth
with a drive that a 15
mph wind blew away
from Dykstra, and the
ball hit inches from the
top of the 4%-foot wall in
right-center for a triple.
Singles by Baylor and
Evans finished Gooden,
and Henderson's RBI
double against Sid Fernandez increased the
lead to 4-0.
The Mete ended
Hurst's shutOut string in
the Series at 15 innings
In the eighth when Tim
Teufel hit a fly ball to
right field that the wind
pushed into the stands
for a home run.
Hurst faced one last
Michael Proctor has threat when, after retirplayed. Proctor has hit ing the first two batters
51-103 passes for 717
yards and four
touchdowns.
Because MSU's running game has sputtered
In the last two games,
gaining just 31 yards
against Akron and 65
against Eastern Kentucky, Proctor has had
to throw often on obvious passing downs.

MSU hopes to start
win streak Saturday
(Cont'd from page 10)
Beamer said. "All three
have to be working or
you're in trouble."
Beamer said neither
the offense, defense nor
kicking game can be
blamed for MSU's 2-3-1
record. He said consistency — or lack of it
— is to be blamed.
"We haven't been
able to get our total
team effort hitting on all
cylinders at the same
time," he said. "I feel
like the physical effort
is there, but that the
mental effort is lacking.
We just haven't done the
right things at the right
times and made the big
play. Part of the problem is coaching. We
haven't done a good
enough lob of getting
our players ready."
Beamer has been
pleased with the way
freshman quarterback

In the ninth, Mookie
Wilson doubled and
scored on Santana's
single.
Boston relief ace
Calvin Schiraldi was
ready, but McNamara
let Hurst face the lefthanded Dykstra, who
was 7-for-20 with two
homers in the Series at
that point. Hurst struek
him out on three
pitches.

KIS Photo of Murray
is now open for business
inside Overby Honda
*Film Developing *Prints
.•Enlargements Up To Poster Size

.COUPON-----1

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

20% OFF
Offer Good Thru Nov. 10th

Owned and Operated
by Keith Overby
Inside Overby Honda
Bel-Air Center
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"I can't overpower
anybody," he added.
"There aren't too many
guys in baseball who
can overpower guys."
Hurst then paused,
thinking ahead to Game
6.
"But Roger can."

Bennett must have
surgery on his knee
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
senior forward Winston
Bennett, expected to
assume the star role this
season, will have to
undergo surgery on his
right knee, coach Eddie
Sutton announced.
"Winston hurt his
knee late in practice
Wednesday and was
brought back to
Memorial Coliseum
where he was examined
by Di. Michael Ray, the
team physician," the
coach said Thursday.
He said that Ray examined Bennett again
Thursday and "it was
determined that
surgery was needed."
The type of surgery

.T143
.714100
.714142
.216 M
.143 97

Central
6
5

"I got him with a high
fastball," Hurst said. "I
got him looking for a'
breaking ball, I thought.

will be decided today,
the coach said, after
Bennett is seen by Dr.
James Andrews, an orthopedic specialist from
Birmingham, Ala., who
also is a team physician.
Ray said the injury
happened when Bennett
came down from a rebound, planted his right
foot, and was hit on the
outside of the knee by
another player.
He and Sutton declined comment on the incident.
Depending on the extent of the injury, Bennett might be able to
undergo arthroscopic
surgery, which would
have him back in action
within weeks.

We are now open
at our new location.

"I don't like what has
happened to our running
game," Beamer said.
"Not one bit. When you
have to convert on thirdand-ten situations all
the time, you are in real
trouble. I think our trouble has been part blocking and part running.
We've been stressing
the running game in
practice this week,and I
look to see some improvement in it
Saturday."
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Boston takes 3-2 advantage in Series
(Cont'd from page 10)
haunting past and World
Series losses in 1946,
1967 and 1975.
With Ted Williams —
the team's greatest
player of all time, but
also a reminder of 68
years withOut a championship — stirring the
crowd of 34,010 from the
commissioner's box, the
Red Sox scored again in
the third on an error and
Dwight Evans' RBI
single.
They made it 4-0in the
fifth when Jim Rice hit a
wind-blown _triple and
scored on Don Baylor's
bloop single, and
Henderson doubled
home another run.
And by the time the
game ended, the bright
No. 1 lit up on the
Prudential Center
skyscraper towering
over Fenway Park stood
for the number of victories the Red Sox needed to wrap up the World
Series.
"Sometimes in a
seven-game series, the
best team doesn't win,"
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901 Arcadia Dr.
(Across from the City Park)

TICKETS
Will Be Available At Gate 6
at 10 a.m. Sat. Oct. 25
All gates open at 12:30 a.m.
Reserved and General Admission
Tickets wilt be available.
Advance Ticket purchases may be
made from 9-4 Mon.-Fri. in Room 211
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Call 762-4895 for more information.
Reserved Basketball Bleacher &
Chair Seats Are Now Available On A
First Come First Serve Basis.
HURRY! Only a few available.

FEEL
THE
DIFFERENCE!
Start any Sachs-Dolmar chain saw. Use it. You'll feel
Whether you work with timber or firewood,
difference.
a
Sachs-Dolmar saws have the right combination of power,
strength, durability and "feel" to make any job easier. Try one
today. You will feel the difference.

— Full line of residential,
commercial and industrial
electrical supplies.
STOP IN AND SEE US!
Open: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30, Sat, 8-12
3.1 Cubic Inches
Lifetime Warranty
on ALL ceiling fans.
American made by Fasco.

Pickens
Electric
Supply
901 Alcadia Dr.
- Murray -

51 cm' New! The ultimate homeowner model for those looking for more performance. 3.1 cubic inch big saw power on a small saw frame. 15 to 24
cutting lengths. Great for farm and ranch work, too. U.L. Listed.

ONLY $2
6
995

50% Off On All Chains
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 24th & 25th Only

Stokes Equipment
Industrial Rd.
Co.

753-1319

TVA outlines data needed in researching lake problems
1. What is the extent and severity
A wide variety of scientific studies
disease in catfish and degree of
of
will be needed to answer questions
stress
occurring in all fish in KenLake
Kentucky
of
about the quality
What factors causReservoir?
tucky
water,a Tennessee Valley Authority
the situation?
to
contributed
or
ed
document indicates.
*Conduct survey of Kentucky
In response to 12 basic questions
Reservoir to determine area of
about the lake water, the agency
disease outbreak and portion of
outlined the types of data which
harvest and species affected.
would be needed to find answers.
*Determine temperature and
from
cope
Some of the answers may
in the
ex isting— -data, the doctifft—IIF—dass°lved oxygen distribution
stressto
relationship
and
reservoir
dicated, but it will take research to
ed fishery.
find out which data apply and which
*Track the condition of catfish
will have to be gained by new
through the fall and winter to deterstudies.
mine the level of toxics in water,
"Implementation will depend on
and fish flesh (selected
sediment
on
investigations
of
the outcome
sport and commercial species) and
Kentucky Reservoir," the document
contribution of toxics to stressed or
said. "However, some of the technidiseased conditions.
ques which are available might include allowing natural restoration,
2. What is the extent and severity
limiting harvesting, transplanting,
the mussel die off in the Kentucky
of
creation of refuge or sanctuary
What factors caused or
Reservoir?
areas, and new introductions."
contributed to the situation?
Dr. Richard D. Urban of Chat'Conduct survey or mussel
tanooga; chief of TVA's Water Qualipopulation
in Kentucky Reservoir.
document
the
provided
ty Branch,
Evaluate
'
temperature and
detailing questions posed at a Sept.
dissolved
oxygen
distribution in the
Camden.
15 public meeting in
reservoir and relationship to mussel
Answers will be sought by a task
die off.
force representing agencies of the
'
Determine dissolved oxygen
federal government, the states of
for management of mussels.
criteria
Tennessee and Kentucky and the
*Evaluate
impact of commercial
have
members
public
public. The
on
mussel population.
harvesting
not yet been named, Urban said.
Federal representatives are Ur3. Is the benthic community
ban, for TVA,and Lee A. Barclay of
of tiny animals on the
(population
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
Cookeville. Representing Tennessee lake bottom) of the reservoir declining and if so what factors caused or
are Terry E. Cheek with Tennessee
contributed to the decline?
Ken
and
Wildlife Resources Agency
*Conduct benthic survey and comPointer with the state Division of
the results with existing data
pare
Water Pollution Control, both in
base
represented
is
Kentucky
Nashville.
by Ted Crowell of the Kentucky
4. What is the extent and severity
Department of Fish and Wildlife and
the aquatic vegetation infestation
of
Terry Anderson of Kentucky Divion
Kentucky Reservoir? What facsion of Water, both of Frankfort.
tors caused or contributed to the
Urban
which
questions
are
Here
situation and how will the spread of
said came from the meeting and
vegetation be managed?
steps outlined to seek answers:
*Conduct aerial photography

assessment of species, location, and
*Conduct intensive water quality
extent of infestation.
studies below discharges from Ten'Evaluate water quality changes nessee River Pulp and Paper Company and the industrial complex at
Which may have contributed to invaNew Johnsonville.
sion.
*Conduct automated biomonitor'Evaluate selective management
ing and acute and chronic toxicity
techniques.
*Conduct evaluation of the ap- below selected point source
plication of aquatic vegetation con- discharges.
'Conduct wastewater needs
trol chemicals on mussels and cattreatment
fish on Kentucky Reservoir and _num of all
facilities and review pretreatment
document impact.
program for selected cities such as
5. What is the impact to the Paris, Waverly, Camden, Lexeconomy of the water-based in- ington, Decaturville, New Johnsonville and Savannah.
dustry on Kentucky Reservoir?
'Determine efficiency of opera'Analyze the economic impact of
tions and performance of package
the water use impairment on commercial fishing and musselmg, type sewage treatment plants.
"Develop three types of water
recreational fishing, lodges, parks,
quality models to evaluate the imresorts and second-home developpact of pollution sources on water
ment.
*Determine the potential for main- quality.
*Develop a river water quality
taining a viable water-based inmodel on the reach from Pickwick
dustry on Kentucky Reservoir.
Dam to Parsons, Tennessee; a twoS. Do the characteristics of inflow- dimensional reservoir water quality
model from the reach from Parsons,
ing waters contribute to the water
Tennessee, to Kentucky Dam; and
quality impacts observed in Kenan embayment model.
tucky Reservoir?
'Collect the water quality data on
S. Ross are nonpoint sources of
inflows from Pickwick Reservoir
pollution contributing to water qualiand major tributaries such as the
ty impacts experienced on Kentucky
Duck River, Big Sandy River, Beech
Reservoir?
River and Blood River, conduct ex'Using low altitude color infrared
tensive survey of water quality of
aerial photography, identify nonselected large embayment areas.
point sources such as agricultural
runoff including soil erosion and
7. Are municipal and industrial
animal waste, erosion from mine
discharges contributing to the imsites, and failing septic tanks for the
pacts experienced on Kentucky
Reservoir?
*Inventory all point source
discharges from Pickwick Dam to
Kentucky Dam, review NPDES
compliance data, and evaluate existing data base on bioassay work
and self monitoring programs and
indentify data gaps.
*Characterize effluent through
sampling program where data gaps
exist.

local watershed of Kentucky Reservoir

'Estimate pesticide and herbicide
contributions from agricultural activities and other applications.
*Conduct intensive airveys of
tributary watersheds with large
numbers of nonpoint sources to
evaluate impact on water quality
and determine pollutant loading during runoff events.
*Estimate entire nonpoint source
loading to reservoir and evaluate
impact through water quality
modeling.
*Evaluate sand and gravel dredging and barge traffic for potential
impacts on fish and aquatic life.
*Prioritize nonpoint sources for
future demonstrations of management practices for water quality improvement
9. What are the factors affecting
the dissolved oxygen depletion in
Kentucky Reservoir?
'Measure sediment oxygen demand rate
*Determine wind induced reaeration and mixing.
*Develop nan oxygen budget for
embayments.
*Evaluate effect of aquatic weed
control on dissolved oxygen.
'Determine relationship of algae
to dissolved oxygen levels.
'Use mathematical modeling to
determine relationships between
pollutant loadings and reservoir
water control.
M. What are the options for

restoration of the impacted
resources in Kentucky Reservoir?
'Implementation will depend on
the outcome of investigations-1k
Kentucky Reservoir, however.
some of the techniques which are
available might include allowing
natural restoration, limiting
harvesting, transplanting, creation
of refuge or sanctuary areas, and
new introductions.
11. To what extent will the existing
data base answer the questions raised on Kentucky Reservoir?
'Reassemble the data base
material.
*Compare available data to data
needs identified in each action plan.
12. What actions will be taken to
ensure that the existing water use
Impairments are corrected and that
water quality is protected to ensure
beneficial use of the reservoir?
'Correct water quality problems
adversely affecting fish and aquatic
life in Kentucky Reservoir to the
maximum extent possible.
*Consolidate results from the
studies and analyses conducted
through the action plans into a reservoir water quality management
plan.
'Based on this plan and existing
regulations, the States of Kentucky
and Tennessee will manage existing
and future pollution sources within
the assimilative capacity G: the
reservoir such that beneficial uses of
the reservoir such as water supply,
recreation and fish and aquatic
resources will be maintained.
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Yamaha t.
4 wheelers
are here!
If you tried to fish ear- some of the Ba,sa'n Gals
ly the first of the week, during their practice
It was like going into days. Bill is with Victor
another world wasn't it. films and they will have
The fog has been bank- a good movie of the nato-bank and heavy until tional event.
753-8078
Hwy. 94E
8:30 or 9 a.m.
It was a real pleasure
It has been funny, being with them
looking on the bright because they are super
side, seeing so many nice people. I learned a
boats going around in lot about making video
circles each one think- films too.
Every Day Specials That You
ing the other is going in
Black bass are being
Can't Afford To Miss!
the right direction.
found just about
Part of the fog is due everywhere. From the
Includes prime beef steaks, fresh Ky. Lake
to the water backs of the bays to the
catfish, seafoods, plate lunches and
temperature dropping mainlake shoreline,
sandwiches.
some more and helping sometime during the
*Savings up to $2.00 on some items!
to improve fishing day, the bass become
conditions.
active and feed. Most of
A lot of anglers are them are short of four
searching for a good str- pounds but you know
ing of bass to help them how it is, someone
win a tournament. I usually gets lucky and
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, Ky.
there are three hangs a big one.
think
Week
A
Days
7
p.m.
Open 5 a.m.-9
this weekend from Paris
There is such a wide
Landing to Kentucky variety of lures being
Dam. The Bass'n Gals used I don't think I will
Pat Scott, 1400 Johnson St., Murray, bagged a seven-point buck with a bow
are at Kenlake State even mention them at
In Graves County on Oct. 9.
Park for their cham- this time.
pionship tourney of the
However, Gary Maryear and the one at quardt and Robert Lowe
Fishing
Complete Line of
Paris Landing has 400 have been using fish forand Sporting Equipment
boats in it.
mula on their lures and
Kentucky Lake will on their last good day
look and sound like the they boated 30 bass.
St. Lawrence seaway
Many of our local
this weekend.
crappie fishermen are
Most of the ladies are catching some good 1-1 MILLEDGEVILLE, pounds. He won a Ind.; Jeff Smith of
finding fish and should 1/2 pound fish along the Ga. (AP) — Ten fisher- pickup truck and a fully Brandon, Miss.; Ray
have a good tourna- deep dropoffs on both man, including a rigged bass boat valued Hall of Cardwell, Mo.;
ment, weather permit- minnows and jigs. Some western Kentucky at $83,000.
Rodney Bullock of Inting. I worked Tuesday are even using a min- angler, qualified to comSecond place and dianapolis, Ind.; Bill
and Wednesday with now/jig combination pete in the $150,000,Red $3,000 went to Andy Tyr- Alley of Sebring, Fla.,
Bill Lineberger and his with great success. Fif- Man All-American ing of Benton, Ky.,for 14 and Roger Lovegrove of
Rt. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 0.474-2211, Ext. 171
camera crew filming teen to 22 feet seems to BASS Championship by fish weighing 27 pounds, North Vernon, Ind.
be the depth with the leading a 120-man field 12 ounces. Third place
One other Red Man
most active fish and you In Operation Bass's went to David Fritts of
might find them $48,000 Regional Classic Lexington, N.C., who Regional Classic will be
suspended.
qualifier on Lake won $2,000 for bringing conducted in October to
Be sure and attend the Sinclair.
In 14 fish weighing 25 determine the rest of the
40-man Red Man Allweigh-ins Friday and
Dudley Saleres of pounds, 15 ounces.
Rounding out the top American final field.
Saturday at Kenlake Brandon, Miss., led the
Marina, you will see field Sunday with a two- 10 were Fred Chivington The championship will
Doer Mount Specialists
some top-notch anglers. day total catch of 11 Jr. of Welaka, Fla.; be Nov. 14-15 in Lake
Happy Fishing!
bass weighing 31 Dean Starkey of Peru, Havasu, Ariz.
Trophy of the Year Contest

*.*A..ii*AANAAAANAt_c_c_wt.N.A..4

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Kenlake Marina

Western Kentuckian qualifies
for $150,000 BASS tournament

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Romp,Tackle, Bait.

For All Your Taxidermy Needs

APMVOCO MV/INOLOOV15,
FOR 7004YV
g°
tol
4494AVO69AWOMOVIETS,
• ANTIQUES
• COLLECTIBLES
• CALICO GIFTS
Mo..-S4'. 10 A.m. 111 3 p."'
Appointment
',Nor Flours by

We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout
Tune-Up. Computer ignition
Carburetor & Fuel IniectIons Service

.

Huge 9point bock harvested
by Danny Dabb, Hanel, Ky.
Mounted by Wallace's
Taxidermy.

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

FRANKFORT (AP)
— Fishing activity
across the state picked
up during the Oct. 18-19
weekend as cooler
temperatures brought
lake temperatures
down, the Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources has reported.
The lake-by-lake
report of conditions:
KENTUCKY —
Murky; stable at 3%
feet below summer pool,
68 degrees.
BARKLEY —
falling, 4 feet below
pool, 67.
BARREN — Clear;
falling, 24 feet below
pool, 68.
NOUN — Clear; falling, 22 feet below pool,
67.
ROUGH RIVER —
Clear; falling, 3 feet
below pool, 88.
TAYLORSVILLE —
Murky; stable at 1%
feet below pool, 65.
HERRINGTON —
Clear; falling, 17 feet
below pool, 68.
GREEN RIVER —
Murky; falling, 1 foot
below pool, 67.
CUMBERLAND —
Clear; falling, 27 feet
below pool, 68.
DALE HOLLOW —
Clear; falling, 2% feet
below pool, 70.
LAUREL — Clear;
stable at 13 feet below
pool, 69.
CAVE RUN —
Murky; falling, 2 feet
below pool, 68.
PAINTSVILLE —
Clear; falling, 3% feet
below pool, 68.
BUCKHORN — Clear
to murky; stable at 4
feet below pool, 70.
GRAYSON — Clear;
falling, 8% feet below
pool, 59.
DEWEY — Clear to
murky; stable at pool,
71.
FISHTRAP — Clear;
falling, 12 feet below
pool, 70.

'
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Community...
Saturday, Oct. 25
from 8 p.m. to midnight
This is for members
only.
--• Murray Single Connection will meet at 2
p.m. at Overby Honda to
go bicycle riding.
---Art works by Murray
State University alumnus James Meek will be
on display through Nov.
5 in Currie Center
Gallery, MSU.
---AA and,Al-Anon will
meet at, 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, -South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Potato Basket
Workshop from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Introduction to Bowhunting from 10 a.m. and 1
p.m., Recipes for Birds
at 2 p.m. and Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands NAture
Center; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Our
Mr. Sun at 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Weaving
Demonstration at 2 p.m.
and Corn Husking Bee
at 7 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
---Daylight saving time
ends tonight. Be sure to
run clocks back one
hour before going to
bed.
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Sunday, Oct. 26
Voices of Praise will
present a concert at 3
p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church.
---Relatives and friends
of families of Alexander, James and Andrew Allen Scarbrough
will meet at noon at
Ellis Community
Center.
---AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Sunday, Oct. 26
Homeplace-1850; Living
Landscape at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Curing Meat at
2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

Youth Council of
Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 4
p.m.
-— —Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Dick will be honored at
a reckeption in celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at Hardin Senior
Citizens Center.
M. and MTIL-01116---Cooper will be honored
at a reception in
Monday,Oct. 27
celebration of 50th wedAdult Great Books
ding anniversary from 2 Discussion Group will
to 4 p.m. in Community meet at 7 p.m. at
Room of North Branch Calloway Public
of Peoples Bank. The Library.
family requests that
---- •
guests not bring gifts.
Creative Arts Depart---ment of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Woman's Club will meet
Reeder will be honored at 9:30 a.m. at club
at a reception in house.
---celebration of 50th wedHazel and Douglas
ding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Hospitality Centers will be open
Room of University from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Branch of Bank of Mur- for activities by senior
ray. The family re- citizens.
---quests that guests not
Murray Area Vocabring gifts.
tional Center will begin
---Events in Land Bet- a retail sales couse for
ween the Lakes will in. adults at 1 p.m. For indude Skywalk at 10 formation call 753-1870.
---a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Cesarean Birth Class
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at is scheduled in third
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. floor classroom of
and Butter Churning at Murray-Calloway Coun2 p.m. at The ty Hospital. For infor-

Monday,Oct. 2'7
mation call 753-5131,
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
The Haunted Forest,
sponsoed by Jaycees,
will start at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Murray -Calloway
County Need Line will
have its council meeting
at 7 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway
Public Library. The
public is invited.
"Securities and Investing: Part II" will
meet at 7 p.m. La Morn
152, Business Building
South, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2716.
---Murray State University Forensic Team
members will perform
at 8 p.m. in Stables
Lounge of Curris
Center. Admission will
be 50 cents.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7683.
---Bible class will be at 7
p.m. at Bethesda
Ministries, 115 South
Fourth St., Murray.
---Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
information call 762-6862
or 762-6851.
----

Monday, Oct. 27
at 7 p.m.
---Murray High School
Academic Team will be
in a triangular match
with Lone Oak and
Heath at Heath High
School.
----

Monday,Oct. 2'7
Quarterly meeting of
WMU of Blood River
Baptist Association will
be at 7 p.m. at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
---Murray High School
PTO Open House will be

Monday, Oct. 27

Monday, Oct. 27

Sheila Duncan Group
of First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 9:30
a.m. with Linda Wright.
---Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 5:45

p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
----

Kentucky News In Brief
Rhode Island Forging Steel opened in 1983 and
has about 50 workers. The company makes ingots of steel that are used in the forging industry.
---ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) - No job-safety violations were found at Armco Inc.'s coke plant after
a 200-foot smokestack exploded in August, said
Michael Salyers, compliance director of the
state Occupational Safety and Health Division.
Salyers also said Wednesday that investigators were unable to determine what ignited a buildup of gas, released from coke ovens,
in the stack.
The brick stack exploded and disintegrated on
Aug. 20. No one was injured.
The stack was used to dissipate heat from a
battery of 76 ovens, where coal is converted into
coke. A steel stack has since been erected in its
place.
Armco spokesman Bill Scaggs said 54 of the
battery's 76 ovens were back in operation and the
remaining ovens should be producing coke
within the first two weeks of November.
Also, Scaggs said Armco's original damage
estimate of $2 million had been lowered to
$875,000.
---FAIRVIEW,Ky.(AP)- The Federal Aviation
Administration is investigating a plane crash
that killed the two occupants.
They were identified by Christian County
Sheriff William Dillard as John White, 58, of
Pembroke, and Carson Moore II, his 16-year-old
nephew.
Coroner Dorris Lamb said the plane went
down Wednesday in a field in the Vaughn's
Grove community northwest of Fairview.
Lamb said a woman reported the crash to the
Civil Air Patrol at 6:09 p.m. and that agency
notified the Emergency Operations Center.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Police are seeking
two men and a woman who robbed Selbert's
Jewelry of an estimated $100,000 in merchandise.
Police said a man entered the store Wednesday and asked the owner, Walter Weitzel, to get a
watch he had seen earlier because he had decided to buy it.
Moments later, the man drew a handgun and
told Weitzel and an employee, Ann Lewis, to go
to the back of the store and lie down.
A woman and another man then entered the
store and one watched Weitzel and Ms. Lewis
while the other two emptied the display cases.
They fled through a rear door.
Police Sgt. Danny Conway said the older of the
two men had been in the store twice before on
Wednesday to look at a watch.
---OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - Rhode Island
Forging Steel Inc. is interested in buying the vacant Green River Steel Corp. mill and moving its
operations to Owensboro, according to a published report.
The Messenger-Inquirer, in a copyright story,
said James Morrill, president of the forging company, has discussed the proposal with Athlone
Industries Inc., which owns the mill.
Athlone has indicated that several other
groups also are interested in the 33-year-old mill,
Morrill said Wednesday.
Athlone idled Green River Steel and the last cif
Its 525 workers in November 1985 because of
losses caused by low demand, low prices, high
production costs and high imports.
Rhode Island Forging Steel, a former competitor of Green River Steel, would move from
East Providence only if it could arrange
favorable financing and a favorable power supply contract with Kentucky Utilities Co., Morrill
said.

OUTDOOR LIFE

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Timber being stretched to limits
As the demand for practical terms is that ting harvested mountimber and wood pro- for a given number of th.in forests is not reducts increases even dollars to spend on land quired, Blevins said.
while traditional forest management, the The trees grow back
lands diminish, more research clearly shows from seedlings naturalthought will need to be the money would be bet- ly. The point of land
given to good manage- ter spent by concen- management is to get
ment techniques for in- trating on developing rid of the undesirable
accessible mountain the north and northeast trees to encourage more
rapid production of
slopes.
timber.
In Kentucky, replan- commercial varieties.
In fact, Kentucky
mountains have been
harvested for years, but
until recently, little
THE JUNE
400P'
sampling of the mounIMO
tain soils has been done.
Now, a team of resear'T
chers from the Universi4 . 400
IE 3
ty of Kentucky College
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
of Agriculture has comPay More For Your Next Boat?
Why
pleted an extensive
sampling of 116 sites on
*Bass Hawk Boats
*J.C. Pontoons
Black Mountain in
*Authorized Evinrude
southeastern Kentucky
Sales 8. Service
to study the differences
In soil formations.
f 111f1F11111,
• •
Results of the
&
_tiTh I
—
I
tit H
research by Robert
R R 2 Buchonon, Ten (901)2328221
Blevins, S.J. Blanford
and J.D. Childress will
be presented at the annual meeting of the
American Society of
Agronomists in New
Orleans in November.
After the research is ati
published along with a
soil classification
survey map, Sieving
believes the information
will be significantly
useful to lumber com- sti
panies, the 'forest service and private landowners in making land 101
fl .erokee Ptoneer
management decisions. thl
"It will allow us to tol Hwy.641 North
753-6448
select which soils and
E. EAAAAA.E.E.E.E*A.E.E.EAA
I
.-AA:CEA.
which tree varieties are °
best suited for each
other," Blevins said.
COACHMEN' ARGOSY
114-4$
"For example, the
cooler slopes on the
north and northeast are
R.V. SALES AND SERVICE
better for tree production - especially yellow
poplar and mixed
oaks."
Hwy 68 - Jct. 641
Trees grow faster on
Draffenville, KY
these slopes because of
and
cooler climate
because more water is
available. Blevins said
Hwy 6A
the southern exposure
•Droffenv.lie
gets more solar radiaBenton
tion which dries out the
We Sell LP Gas
5
till
Mon.-Sht. 8
soil more.
What this means in

Winners of the Kentucky-Barkley Bass'n Gals
couples tournament are, from left, Earl and
Burnette Ferguson, first place, and big bass;
and Joyce and Robert Houston, second place.

& W AU
UPPII
sti
stl

Cain's

st)

AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.

We install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
512 S. 12th

.01

753-4563

Chip Farmer took this
97-pound doe in Land
Between the Lakes Oct.
18. It was his first in the
bow season. Farmer
was hunting with his
brother, Chris, and
friends Steven Shaw and
Harry Weatherly.
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"The Best In
Dining Out"

The
Famous Iron Kettle
scs; Restaurant ;el 4
0

1
0

CAMP-A-RAMA

(502)527-7807

op.i;11

ON
sJ
HIGHWAY 453

01

In The Heart
of Downtown

1
0

GRAND
RIVERS. KY

•

•
•
362-8396

Salad Bar,
Old Fashioned
Home Cooking:

1
0
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
to
753.8346-753-6779
Ia.

MARKET

RESTAURANT
SOS %. 13th
Paducah. 133.
OPE% 4:5 I. 1%651
Mon. thud Aura.
5 p.m. 0 p.m.
FYI. 4 at
3 p.m. 10 p.m
Rner‘atbsa.%uit...1•4

444-7701

304 % rot;
Paducah its
Mn.,
OP!
Uin. %at
froni
..1440..nd nr II.,
I amt A •Ith seam of
...Dr 40114,1 Odin.
hen,or lobe art

Of

A .1a4it o 44v Gila&

Pre_pared In The
Southern Tradition
Premium Pour Bar

sv
0
0
0
0

101

.v

0
0
0
0

41 Super Shell

1
0

Where "Service Is Our Business"

4...

Of

01

01
lir

1
0

01

.0.0:‘,)1 Happy Holiday Travel, Inc. 00`‘')
e,
01
4,
01

DON hi( CLIME

GRAYSON N!,

l..UrIE

0'

1 1 2 Miles From Murray On 94E. ,71
10
Ito
0
Telephone 502.753-6116
01

0
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Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hw .641 South
75 -9
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CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice
BALLOONS at Faye's
for all occassions.
Phone orders taken.
deliveries. We deliver
755-n43.
CHINA painting classes
starting lit week of
Nov. Phone 436-5853.
TOBATICO stripping for
the Public. Taking work
now. Call 492-8229.

2.Notice

2

READINGS and advise
on all problems by Mrs
Theresa. 502-554-7904.
TRE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell tor less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

14KT. gold & sterling
silver jewelry- every
day discount 03-66%
Call for appointment
Mon.-Thurs. 753-6555
Hazel Brandon.
t' TREATED landscape
timbers $2.75. Mid South Wholesale
Building; 842 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

Wierray Ledger & Times
1 .L•gal

Notice

Public
Notice
This is to give
public notice:
Wanda Jane Boyd
has filed an action
against Buddy Mack
Boyd for alimony
(maintenance) in the
Calloway Circuit
Court.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Disallow
4 Above
8 Hole
11 Industrious
12 Military cap
13 Fish eggs
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Greek letter
17 Land
surrounded
by water
19 Priest's
vestment
21 Harvest
goddess
23 Lock opener
24 Changes
color of
26 Possessive
pronoun
28 Danish island
31 Speck
33 Free of
35 Quarrel
36 Latin
conjunction
38 Breastwork

11
14
19
24

38
42

47
59
SS

t

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

41 Tellurium
symbol
42 Roman
bronze
44 Baker's
product
45 Intellect
47 Rodents
49 The self
51 StatiJn
54 Take
unlawfully
56 Shade tree
58 Edible seed
59 Coupled
62 Permit
64 Part of "to
be"
65 Away
66 Arm bone
68 Heraldic
bearing
70 Bitter vetch
71 Australian
birds
72 Aeriform fluid

NOTICE

PILLS
PAY
SAL
ON ION
AGO
EL A
STEW
PES
TALK
FA
SPEED
MISES T
ERR
AT
SPRINKLER
TEN
SIRE
LAIEI RAT
ADE
ACCIDENTS
ITS
SHEBAT
SCOOP
IM
HE I R
OML
AGRA
SEA
LAO MORSE
TED
E Y pi STEMS

Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday.
Thursday and Friday.

Purdom
Motors Inc.

0D

1300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315

10 Spread for
drying
11 Trinket
16 As far as
18 Meadow
20 Article of
furniture
22 Unfamiliar
DOWN
25 Soak up
27 Drink slowly
1 Bulky and
29 Decay
bluff
30 Be in debt
10
9
7
6
5
3
4
2
1
32 Afterpart
34 Condensed
13
moisture
12UUU
36 Organ of
17
15 111
hearing
• III
37 Hyson
39 Regret
ill
21U22
40 Gratuity
23UU
43 Walks
28
26U1
pompously
113°
WI
46 Cover
35
33
31
48 Cry
III
50 Spanish pots
ii
41
ill
38
111
52 Fastens
53 Domesticate
45
44
55 Second ring
on archer's
ill
ill
51
11
49
target
57 Myself
1153
ill
59 Female deer
se
54
%11111111 60 Possessive
N
pronoun
s.
80
61 Shade tree
11
M
63 Dress: colloq.
67 Greek letter
U. se
69 Sun god
72 NM
10
M
2 While
3 Grain
4 African
mammal
5 Brother of
Odin
6 Slender finial
7 Danger
8 Entreaty
9 Electrified
particle

id

CITRUS FRUIT
Support C.C.H.S.
Speech Team
Annual fruit sale
in progress
To place orders,
call
Angie Herndon
753-2532
SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:

UU

UU

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

UdU

I'M 50 NAPPY .1-IE SAID
I HAVE A NICE SITE!

"tree local dela service"

PA DO6 NAS A NICE
BITE, NE JU5T 6ETS
YELLED AT!

TI-IERE6 MODAING WORSE
THAN TAKING A
MULTIPLE-- CHOICE 'TEST
WHEN YOU'RE IN AN
AGREEABLE_ MC01)

0000! I'M
IMPRE5SED!

LOOK JON.MY
BOYFRIEND
WOULDN'T LIKE
IT IF NE KNEW
YOU WERE
TRYING TO ASK
ME OUT

Notice

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Are you paying
over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary'!
Call

Bennett-&-Associates
753-7273
305 N. 4thMurray
RAVE you ever gotten a
cake and when you took
a bite it tasted like
cardboard? Then you
need to order your
cakes from Pams Cake
Hut. All cakes are
baked fresh, not ahead
& then frozen. Our
butter cream icing is
smooth as silk. We take
that extra effort in our
decorating to make
them something to remember. Pams Cake
Hut 759-4492 or 437-4455.

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Face
Brick
Start

At

$I V 4

Per 1000

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martini
587-2301

1 600P
7
I FOR YOU

1441T A MINUTE
ILL GO ALONG
-MAT,TOO

2

5. Lost and Found
1N511ND black female
cat with red markings,
found near Hester Hall.
Call 762-2878.
FOUND long haired cat
near College Courts.
Call 758-1966 after 4p.m.
POUND ring In Murray
City Park. Call and
identify, will return.
Call 753-1687.
IL Help Wanted

was GOVER'NMENT

jobslits
$16,040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 806-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
8000 GOVERNMENT
jobelits
$16,040-$59,230/ yr
Now hiring. Call 806-687WOO Ext. R-10706.
AMBITIOUS person for
'commission sales &
service. Electronics
background a plus.
Send resume to Copy
Tech Co., P.O. Box 99,
GilbertsvUle, Ky. 42044.
COMPANION to stay
with elderly lady 4 to 5
hours a day, approximately 8 days a
week. Call 758-4575 after
5P-m.
INSTRUCTION

SPAM UNDER
GLASS

COOKING IS 107.
PREPARATION
AND qo7.
PRESENTATION

ALLIANCE

DENTAL assistant, full
time
Experience
preferred. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, Ky.
E AS'V' money! Be a
remail agent. Earn
hundreds weekly. Send
self addressed envelope
to: Cook Associate, P.O.
Box 280, Mayfield, Ky.
43066.
NEED extra money for
Christmas? Call today
about Avon's new earning opportunity. For
only $5 you can be your
own boss. Earn $200W0 weekly. Call 7530171 between 12:30 &
2:60.

11177023-2W7FW-737
full-time. Experience
preferred. Please apply
in person- Fern Terrace
Lodge. No phone calla
accepted.
RN or LPN for 3-11 or
11-7 shift. Excellent
benefits with every
weekend off. Apply at
Care Inn, Mayfield or
call 247-0200. E0E.
SYSTEMS Operator/
Programmer for IBM
System 34. Must have
two years experience in
computer operation and
RPG II. We offer an
excellent compensation
package including
fringe benefits. Send
resume to Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.,
Route 4, Murray, KY.
42071.
9. Situation Wanted
I wilt keep & care for a
lady in my home_ in
Hazel, experienced,
good reference. Call
492-8510.
NURSING assistant
with 18 yrs. experience
seeking employment to
help with care of elderly
patient. Salary
negotiable. Also, seeking a sitting position at
the hospital. 759-1041
anytime.
QLALITY childcare for
18 month olds & up.
Reasonable rates, excellent references, 507
Chestnut, call Linda
758-8083.
WILL do housekeeping.
Low rates. Call 758-0684.
WILL take care of sick
or elderly person, livein. $800 a month. Experienced. Phone 5273474.
10. Business Opportunity
SILVSCREE ING
Faye's, T-shirts, sweats,
caps, polos, uniforms,
jackets. Next to Pagliai's.
758-7743.
NEED extran
171r—fiey.
Like a second income
that you can make at
home? Send $1 an a
LSASE for my Home
Opportunity Catalog.
Jerry H. McCurdy,
Dept. L, Rt. 2 Box 116,
Tn. 58251.
and figure
shaping tables. Open
your own salon. Excellent business opportunity. Factory direct
prices. Call 812-234-9647.

r,
} 81CDS
s}5

1 2 .insurance
LOW cost Life & Health
Insurance. Top companies. IRA's at 8%
Compare. David
Murphy & Associates
753-8083.
13. For Sale or Trade
35 PT. trres1 Pontoon
house boat. Purchased
new 1984. Immaculate,
low hours. Sleeps 6.
Long equipment list.
Including air, heat,
refrigerator, range,
oven, microwave, electronics, head, shower,
color TV., etc. Located
at Paris Landing. Consider N.E. Henry
County Land in trade,
cash, or ? Phone
901-232-8398 Buchanan,
Tn.
FOR sale or trade for
home with acreage in
this area- a good business in Santa Barbara,
California with a newly
decorated double wide
mobile home in Oxnard,
California. Call 806-4863042.

14. Want to Buy

I I.•On ik

Cat Tot Free Anytime
11)00-

6. Help Wanted

1203

SMALL frostfree refrigerator for shop. Call
758-9400 after 6p.m.
By GARY LARSON

YOU JUST LIE 11-4eas
A FEW MINUTES WHILE I
CHECK YOuct
TEmPERATuPE

6
THE *KULL
MARKS,LIKE
ON HIS
BELT„,

HE
DID
IT;

;
'What can you do for my neck?"

11101.111011111.101111M11.11

-c.,„'

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
IN THE CALLOWY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No. 8$-Cl-ill
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY PLAIN.
TIFF VERSUS EARL FUTRELL ET AL
DEFENDANT
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
September 26th Term thereof 1986, in the
above cause, for the sum of FIFTY THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT
AND 07/100 DOLLARS with interest at the
rate of $20.90 per diem from the 28th day of
February, 1986, and further the sum of ONE
HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT THOUSAND
SIXTY-SIX AND 82/100 DOLLARS with interest at the rate of $46.17 per diem from the
10th day of April, 1986, until paid and its costa
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on the 27th day of October, 1986, at 1:00
O'clock P.M. or thereabout FOR CASH the
following described property, to-wit:
TRACT NO. 1: A 21 acre tract of land
located on the west side of Highway 783 approximately 4 miles west of Murray and more
particularly described as beginning at the northeast corner of the property herein conveyed.
Said corner being an iron state located 271 feet
west of the west right of way of Highway 783
(formerly Hwy.1023) at the northwest corner
of the Earl Futrell property described in Deed
Book 141, Page 120 and at the southwest corner of the Macha property; thence west 1484
feet to a point in an existing fence of Edward's; thence south 604.25 feet to an iron
stake at the southwest corner of the property
herein conveyed; thence east 1484 feet to an
existing fence corner post, said post being the
southwest corner of the existing Futrell property located 271 feet west of the west right
of way of Highway 783; thence north along the
west line of Futrell to the point of beginning
and being a portion off the south side of property conveyed to Thomas R. Armstrong and
wife, Martha L. Armstrong from L.D. Flora
and wife, Pauline Flora by deed dated April
4, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 122, Page
164 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to the
above-described land by deed from Thomas
R. Armstrong and wife, Martha L. Armstrong, dated September 3, 1974, and of record
on Microfilm in Book 154, Card 412 in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
TRACT NO. 2: Beginning at a stake in the
Southeast corner of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 24, Twp.2, Rge.3 East and on the West
boundary of the right of way to Kentucky
Highway 1023; thence North, parallel to and
adjacent with the west boundary to the right
of way of said Highway for a distance of 765
feet to a stake; thence West at right angles to
said Highway for a distance of 271 feet to a
stake; thence South parallel with said
Highway boundary for a distance of 750 feet
to a stake on the Quarter Section line; thence
East with said Quarter Section line 271 feet to
the point of beginning. (This point of beginning is also 1342 feet South of the South line of
Dr. Rob M. Mason's farm.)
Grantors do hereby further convey the
water rights located on the Armstrong property and any easements which they may have
In maintaining said water rights and the
Grantees, by the acceptance of this deed,
acknowledge their responsibilities as a coowner of said water rights. Grantors obtained title and interest in said water rights by
Easement and Agreement dated the 29th day
of May, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 123,
Page 172 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
LESS THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED
PROPERTY: That portion of the abovedescribed property deeded to John W. Brandon and wife, Helen L. Brandon, by deed
dated January 24, 1968, and of record in Deed
Book 134, Page 180 in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk, and more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a point on the west edge of the
right of way of Kentucky Highway No. 1023,
said beginning point being 40.5 feet north of
the southeast corner of the northeast Quarter
of Section 24, Township 2, Range 3 East;
thence in a westerly direction for a distance
of 271.0 feet to a stake; thence in a northerly
direction and parallel with the west edge of
the right of way of Kentucky Highway No. 1023
for a distance of approximately 321.5 feet to
a stake; thence in an easterly direction for a
distance of 271.0 feet to a stake in the west
edge of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
No. 1023; thence with an interior angle of 90°
and in a southerly direction with said highway
for a distance of approximately 321.5 feet to
the point of beginning and containing 2.0
acres.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to Tract
No. 2 by deed from David M. Wright and wife,
Katherine Wright, dated April 3, 1965, and of
record in Deed Book 127, Page 200 in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
TRACT NO. 8: Beginning at a point on the
west edge of the right of way of Kentucky
HighwayNo. 1023, said beginning point being
443.5 feet north of the Southeast corner of the
Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 2,
Range 3, East; thence in a westerly direction
for a distance of 271.0 feet to a stake, thence
In a northerly direction and parallel with the
west edge of the right of way of Kentucky
Highway No. 1023 for a distance of approximately 160.75 feet to a stake; thence in an
easterly direction for a distance of 271.0 feet
to a stake in the west edge of the right of way
of Kentucky Highway No. 1023; thence with
an interior angle of 900 and in a southerly
direction with said highway for a distance of
approximately 160.75 feet to the point of beginning and containing approximately one acre.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to the land
described immediately above by deed from
John W. Brandon and wife, Helen L. Brandon
dated July 28, 1969, and of record in Deed Book
141, Page 190 in the office of the Calloway
County Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser'must
PAY CASH. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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CLASSIFIEDS
15. Articles for Saki
PANELING! Paneling!
Paneling! $5.95 and up.
Mid -South Wh leSale
Building; 342 •Eellt
Washington; Per ;6,901642-2552.
T2 EFRIGERATOR,
washer & dryer. Call
753-4684.
WHIRLPOOL refrigerator, only $il per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear Whirlpool,
753-0595.
4'x8' TREATED lattice
panels $9.96. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552

20. Sports Equipment
RALEIGH Free Style
bicycle, chrome with
white tires & wheels.
Call 758-3387.
WOMENS golf clubs,
Wilson, with golf bag,
$126. Call 480-2705 after
6p.m.

24

Miscellaneous

LADIES wedding setengagement ring &
band, 1/2 karat total
weight. Also, 14 kt.
yellow mans wedding
band. 758-4078.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
Musical
22
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
4 CHANgtL reel to
reel, $360. Teac model 2, Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-347-7881.
4 channel mixer, $150
AKAI reel to reel, $50. OAK firewood. Also,
have slab wood. Phone
Call 753-8228.
753-5476.
CRYTES Used Office
24. Miscellikneous
Furniture, 1016 JefferPLYWOOD son St., Paducah, KY.
3/4
$9.95. Mid -South 4424302. Desks, chairs,
16. Home Furnishings - -Wholesale Building; 549,- files and Much more
East Washington; •Good quality used
ANTIQUE table, 1
w--Paris; 901442-2553.
furniture.
chairs, buffet, $575.
12 SHINGLES $15.95 sq. OREGON saw chain
Dinette table, 3 chairs,
-South
Wholesale
Mid
$40. New 5" b/w T.V., Building; $42 East 8/8" pitch for 16" bar.
$7.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin
$60. Singer Zig Zag
901- Hardware, Paris.
sewing machine, $70. Washington; Paris;
642-2562.
SEASONED firewood,
Call 7534226.
3 ALADDIN kerosene $25 a rick delivered.
COUCH k chair, excelheaters, $40 ea.; oak
lent condition, earth kitchen table, $125; Call 435-4114.
colors, $200. Call 753- stoneware Fishscale & STURIr7,515TZTEr Call
502-364-8187 for sales,
7824.
Rose small pitcher,
TYSED sofa for sale. $126; Hickory Hill supplies, service &
Modern- good condition. wingback chair, $75; demonstrations.
Comfortable. Price primitive quilt box, $46
negotiable. Call 489-2440.
753-4906.
ASHLEY wood furnace,
WHIRLPOOL heavy excellent condition, used
Will sell or w81 acduty washer, only $6 per two seasons. All ducts go
cept nice 14' wide
week. Rudolph with furnace. Call 436Goodyear- Whirlpool, 2289 after 6 pm.
mobile home as
753-0595.
BED mats for all makes
trade-on on remodel& models of pick-up
19. Farm Equipment
ed 3 BR. house with
trucks! Tool boxes for
ALLIS Chalmers trac- compact trucks. Stokes
siding, stock barn,
tor D-14, plow, cultiva- Tractor 753-1319.
other out building on
tor, rotary cutter. Call BLAZE King... For
acres in Lynn
4.6
489-2761 after 5p.m.
your wood heating
area.
Grove
US 300 combine
fireplace
needs. Stoves,
heads, pickup reel,
inserts and the new
435-4289
chopper; squeeze Royal Heir. Morgan's
or 4354165
shute; grass seeder; Furniture, 503 E.
4000 Ford tractor; Wallington, Paris, Tn.
buahhog, 10' pull type; 901-642-4179.
26. TV -Radio
neck over flat bed 20'; FIREWOOD for salecattle equipment; red oak, $215 rick de- MAGNAVOX console
color T.V., only $7 per
sickle mower. Call 489- Uvered. Call 436-5430.
week. Rudolph
2158 after 5p.m.
JO-AN's Varieties has
TIMBER wanted. A designer fashions at Goodyear- Whirlpool,
national furniture mfg. discount prices every- 758-0695.
wishes to purchase day with specials run 27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
locally, better quality ever/ weekend.
'OR sale or rent- 1.2x40
white oak, red oak and
ROMER Hot Tub with
Wheeler, 2 BR furwalnut timber. Buying
seats.
four
Has
cover.
niahed, good condition.
large and small tracts.
Atlantic Timber & Excellent condition. Small down, owner
753-7687.
$1500.
financing if necessary
Vanier, Box 518,
Paducah, Ky. 502-443- SHOTGUN Rem. 1100. to right party. Call
3" mag. Also, copy 527-3852, 527-0921 after
7365 Ext. 422.
machine with cabinet.
.m.
20. Sports Equipment
Call 489-2781 after 5p.m.
8x70 TRAILER, 5 lots,
TROPHIES and WHIRLPO 443:11
(optic tank, water,
plaques. Don't buy until microwave oven, nly electric, near lake.
you've checked at $4 per week. Rudolph $20,000 or best offer.
Faye 'a, next to Goodyear- Whirlpool, Roberts Realty 753-1661,
7534595.
753-3939.
Pullers, 753-7743.
1978 FLEETWOOD, 3
BR, 2 full baths, central
heat & air. Call 750-1674.
ELECT
1982 CLAYTON 14x611
trailer, 2 Bdrrn., 2 full
bath, partially furnished & a/c, $11,000.
Call 527-3677 after 5p.m.
1984 WILLOW Creek,
14x60, central heat,
wood underpinning, like
new, $10,000. Call 4892868 after 5:30p.m.
Qualified & Experienced 2- 12x65 trailer for sale.
See Brandon Dill at Dill
November 4, 1986
Electric 750-1577.
Poicl for by compoign fund of Don Oyer*, Ed Overbey Treasurer) NICE 1986 FLEETWOOD, 14x70, 2 BR, all
electric, central air,
furnished, ceiling fans,
cedar underpinning,
10x20, treated deck,
1- 85,000 BTU L.P. Gas Heater with automatic fan. New
storage building. Call
758-7291.
Cost $775-$175
=ER and lot
1- In-wall Cell Bee. Heater $35
Coldwater.__Call
1- Spice-Cal 4 stack Heater $40
489-2611.
2- Industrial Floor or Wndow Fars $100 is.
28. Mobile Hang for Rent
$100
Bevator
1- Blue Master Seedburro 10' Bucket
• Inter-Thor Pallet Truck 4' Litt Fork-Lk. New $375
12x60 MOBIL"! home,
funished, natural gas
• Heavy Duty Large 2-Wheel Carrier-12" BB Wheels $95
heat, near University.
• Chopping Block Table 3'x7'11475-$500 Materiel Cost
Nice. Call 758-3896 after
Cherry 4"x4" legs & base Maple Top $1200 +
Value...$225
BR furnished mobile
?.m
5- Folding wooden tables-3-8'; 1-6'; 1-4'• .415 to $45
home, central air, gas
heat, washer & dryer,
6- Formica tables -1x4' $40 each
on private lot. No
1- Oak Executive Swivel Chair $45
children or pets. Call
1- Steno Swivel Char $40
753-5209.
1- Pitney Bowes Floor Copy Machine Cost 56,000-needs
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
work...$300
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas20 cases Vellum Envelopes 4%"x6%", 3200 ks. $12
electric, air con2- Coca Cola Coin Machetes 10 cu. ft. & 12..Excellent conditioned. Shady Oaks
dition, commercial use, office, shop, home $95 each
753-5209.
3- Garden Tilers for fall tng $75 is.
EXTRA nice double
1- Coplamatic 2 h.p. compressor with G.E. controls for
wide, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
family room with TVA
wa&-in up to 30x15 ft. Cost $7,500-$1,000
approved wood stove.
1- Fish/Chicken Gas Cooker-will fry 100 pcs. fish each 12
Central heat
air. 8
min. Savage Speed Burner $195 & 100 qt. Copper Ketmiles north. 753-8904.
tle $225
759-4005
Rent or sell.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.

For Sale

Don Overbey
Circuit Judge

42nd Judicial Circuit

FOR SALE

LITERACY TRAINING

1. Learn to read

2. Get a GED
3. Improve basic skills.
4. Instruction FREE
Call 762-3027
762-6971

JTPA

F •R NF RS/11P

MSU Adult Learning Center
Room 206
Roy Stewart Stadium

29 Heating and Cooling

RODIAK

woodburning
stove, pedestal type.
Will heat 1600 sq. ft.. 2
years old, $275. Call
760-4960.

30. Business Rentals
AVAILABLE now- 4
bay buildings on North
4th with 4 overhead
doors, new air compressor. Office, bathroom and gas heat. $375
month. Call 753-3018.

Marshall County Hospital
is pleased to announce that

Stephen Jackson, M.D.
has established a practice of
General Orthopedics in
Suite A of the
Salley Professional Building
Office Hours:
Tuesday Mowings 9:00 AM.-Noon
Appointments And Referrals•May Be
Made By Calling 527-1798

Miiiray Ledger & Times

TWO female Pointer
Bird dogs, 2 years old
Call 753-3681

CREEK VIEW
SELF STORAGE
Off 641 North
On Center Drive
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6784

4 1 . Public Sales

AVAILABLE now 17'x80' building in
Dixieland Center on
Chestnut. Carpeted,
paneled walls, central
heat & air, well insulated, $3915 month
Call 758-3018.
-Office space format__
on Court Square.
150 a month
Month-to-month
Rental.
Call 753-1916
ext. 41

Apts for

Pets-Supplies

38

30. Business Rentals

32

Rent

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts.
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109, 762-6850,
or 436-2844.
1 BEDROOM apt. with
kitchen & den, 1628
Miller, apt. "B", 1 block
from campus. Call 7633415 after 5p.m.
768-7123.
NOW
TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Essex Downs Apartments
Duiguid Drive
One & Two Bedroom,
Carpets, Drapes,
Modern Appliances
Base Rent $195 & $220
Equal housing opportunity.
Apply at
Calloway Gardens
Duiguld Dr., Murray, KY
Janice Graham, M.
753-8350
753-8556

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
All Day
1 mge out on N. 16th
Ext. at Rick's Vinyl
Roofs.
Coke machine, refrig.,
guns, boat & motor,
tires, sm. children*
clothes. TV, lawn
mimeos. stoves.
_ lots
MEW:769-9921-

YARD SALE
Anytime
Sign before railroad
(before
tracks
Hazel). Turn at
ParMethodist
sonage. 3rd house
on left (red brick),
paved road.
Clothes, shoes, new
speakers, patterns,
Craftsman lawnmower.
garden tools, curlers for
heir & etc

YARD SALE
Rain or Shine
Kirksey Hwy.
across from
feed mill.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dolls, baby clothes,
maternity,
toys,
blankets & Elvis
Presley collection.

YARD
SALE

1 BR apt. Stove, refrigerator, water furWished. 5 Miles N. of
Murray. Phone after
4p.m. 753-5410 or 7536458
2- ONE bedroom furnished apartments. See
at 100 So. 13th- 753-4012
night call 758-2806- 753/3756.
BRAND new 2 BR apta.
No pets please. $285 per
month. 753-9475, if no
answer 753-0521.
VITRA nice 2 BR apt.
Located in residential
area. Washer & dryer
hookup. Lease & deposit
required. Call 753-3415
between 8a.m.-5p.m.
a7.
ll'utteriSkiell.MItt
15 miles south of
Murray, near the lake.
No pets. Call 436-2504 or
438-2231.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
7504084.
Iftrapp
ate, 2 BR duplex in
Westwood Subdivision.
$325 month & deposit.
No pets. Day 492-8885,
nied 753-9874.
NOW renting 1 & 2
apts. Call 753-3530.
QUIET spacious
country living- 2 BR
duplex with carport. 2
1/2 miles out 94 West.
753-7951 after 5p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
WIREE room furnished
apt. $125 month. Inquire
Almo Heights Restau- 43 Real Estate
rant 5a.m.-10p.m
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
34. Houses for Rent
of Real Estate services
2 BR country home, with a wide selection of
completely re- quality homes in the
decorated. 5 miles out. city & in the county. All
References k deposit price ranges. Phone
required. Prefer 758-1222 for courteous,
couples. No pets. 753- competent Real Estate
service. We make buy3187.
3 OR 4 bedroom house ing k selling Real
at 805 Sycamore. Lease Estate easy for you.
or lease with option to MOBILE home with
buy. Call 753-4109, 762- central heat plus heated
3 room 15x30' building &
6650 or 436-2844.
LARGE remodeled 20'x36' building with
house, 1004 Main. $325 bath on a beautiful 1
monthly. Yearly lease, acre lot. Concrete
deposit. Carpet. Central driveway, large garden
H/A. Stove, refrigera- spot & fruit trees. All
tor, freezer furnished. this offered in the upper
teens. Phone Kopperud
Would sell. 7594265.
753-1222.
SMALL house 8 miles Realty
east of Murray. $125 a
month plus deposit. Call
Linzy Beane residence
436-268a.
VACANT 3 BR brick,
family room, attached
two car garage. $350
month, deposit required. Call 753-5292 or
753-7671.

8 a.m.
Saturday
3 miles N.
of Murray
on 641

4 Family
Yard Sale

Sat. Only
On Lane St.
in Dexter
Priced to sell.

ATTIC
SALE

Brt

1206
Dogwood
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday

37
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Livestock-Supplies

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent quality $680 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8794.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC, 2 yr old, female
Great Dane Papers &
pedigree call 489-2871
before 4).m
ARC Golden Retriever.
started, 5 months old,
8150. Call 436-2282 after
PAIR Beagles. Illksod
runners, female due to
have pups 11/5 $100
per pair. sft.11 489.2691
STORE raised, baby
cockatiels- Special
$49.93. Pet Pen 1101
Story- 750-1122

44

Lots for Sale

CHOICE 2 1/2 acre
wooded lot. 4 miles from
Murray, 94 East, turn
on McDougal Rd. 7539672 after 5p.m.
46. Homes for Sale
38 ACRES, 3 BR, rural
residence in Buchanan
area. 858,000. Call 901232-8611.
2BR house, completely
remodeled, 2 yrs. ago.
Located 1316 Vine St.
Call 753-9400 after 6p.m.
2 BR near University.
Aluminum siding, picture window, lots of
closets & cabinet space.
Price- $18,500. For appointment call 753-2237
after 4p.m. weekdays.
FOR SALE
In Marshall Co., 3 or
4 bedroom house,
waterfront view, has
own boat dock, central heat & air and
fireplace, 2% baths,
newly redecorated,
approx. 2/
2 acres.
1
Will consider other
real estate or trade,
possbie finance half.
Call 753-6331 or
1-362-9803

$4900 REBATEclosing. Brick 3 bedroom, 2
bath, 2 car garage,
WBFP, 15 wooded
acres. 10 minutes East
of Murray. $79,900.
Phone 436-5574.
OR sale by owner- lasf
chance for this three
bedroom, one bath
home in Murray. Must
sell soon. Paneled
basement with laundry
room and garage, small
library/office, 18'
swimming pool, wood
stove, all for $34,000.
753-9553.
GOOD location in city, I
BR, 2 bath, brick home
with woodburning
stove, fenced backyard.
Recently redecorated.
Beautifully landscaped,
large corner lot. Upper
40's. 753-7430 after
5:30p.m.
LOVELY, 3 BR brick, T
1/2 bath, recently redecorated, new roof,
stove, d.w., disp.,
draperies, many trees,
quiet neighborhood
Available today $46,000.
753-7820.
OLDER two story, eighf
room home, located at
1105 Main St. Sits on a
80x380 ft. lot. To see call
753-3642 day 753-538
night. Has all kinds of
possibility.

r

47. Motorcycles
1981 VESPA motor
scooter, excellent condition, 7,000 miles. $1200
or best offer. Call
436-2693.
1981 YAMAHA 650
Special, good condition.
MOO actual miles, new
battery. $850 or best
offer. Call 489-2091.
'86 SUZUKI 230, Quad
Sport, 4 wheeler. $1300
firm. Call 758-6484.
49

Used Cars

1963 CFIRtSLER 300,
mechanically sound.
Call 750-1464 or 753-0384.
1972 CORVETTE Sting
Ray, $6600. 1974 LTD
$605. Call 759.9698.
1973 GOLD Duster, good
body, good engine,
alant-6, $500. Call 7585620.
1974 BUICK Century,
$200. Good work car.
Call 489-2527 between
8a.m.-11p.m.
1977 OLDS Toronado,
good condition, $950.
Call 1-5274366.
1978 DATSUN B-210, 1
door, automatic with
air, 55,000 miles. Excellent condition, $1550.
Call 753-8124.
'81 CAMARO. 3036 stock,
AM/FM, air, pa, pb,
good condition. Must
sell. Call 615-2324389.
'84 AUDI dT- Coupe,
black, all options, 1
owner, 21,000 mi., like
new. Will sell for Loan
Value. 753-6149 or
7634512.

funded by Job Training Partnership Act. Department for Employment
Services, West Kentucky Private Industry Council and Purchase Area
Development District

SECURITY GUARD classes
for persons 55 years of age
and older. "Hands-On" training and job referrals provided
to eligible applicants. Call
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center, 753-0929.
Job Trw4n9P0r1110r0101
,Ad. Deportment for E.ssiornwo
Fvna•d by
SNVKIDS, WOO Kentucky Private Industry Council ord Purchase Area
Development District.

•-t

Used Cars

1978 FORD LTD, good
condition Call 753-3480
after 5p-m.
Mustang,
1979
pa, pb, air cond., sun
roof. Price negotiable
Call before 2p m or
after 5:30.m. 7543-4755
1983 AEGENCY
Brougham, 49,000
miles, full power,
loaded, $8375. .11 7536496 after 6p.m.
1984 CELTA GT. Call
474-2766 after 6p.m.
'66 BUICK LeSabre,
runs good, no rust,
nearly new paint,
nearly new tires, $300.
'77 Golden Eagle Jeep,
good condition, $2000.
436-6830 or 4242610.
'75 MONTE Carlo,
silver with burgundy
top, mag wheels, good
running condition, $600.
Call 4374607.
'79 LINCOLN, good
condition. Call 753-9589
days, 346-2637 night.

3 BR brick house, real
nice family room &
carport. Located in
Lynnwood Estates.
Must sell. 753-3975.

HOME HEALTH AIDE classes
for persons 55 years of age
and older. "Hands On" training and job referrals provided
to eligible applicants. Call
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center, 753-0929.

„14.-,*-4iimmoonompappromommimpippimpliv
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50. Used Trucks
1085 PICKUP truck,
L.W.B. Call 489-2761
after 52.m.
1978" FORD Van,
customized, 52,000
miles, 4- 9" aluminum
extra wide wheels with
multi mile tires. 7532480 after 52.m.
1979 FORD pickup, good
tires. Priced to sell. Call
763-1586 days, 753-3590
after 5p.m.
1984 FORD Ranger with
topper, 1 owner, 4
speed, 4 cylinder, blue,
AM/FM cassette,
$3900. Call 7534663.
1985 FORD F-250
pickup, blue & silver,
8.9 liter diesel engine, 4
speed, 46,000 miles, pa,
pb, ac. $9750. Call
435-4229.
68 FORD pickup truck,
390 automatic. Call
after 4p.m. 753-6675.
'69 CREVY pickup,
good body, good engine
& transmission. New
rear-tires, battery &
shifter. Runs k sounds
good. $795. Call 759.1692
after 4:302.m.
'84 3/4 'MN GMC van,
completely customized,
raised roof, bucket
seats, pa, pb, am/fm
cassette stereo, C.B.
Must see to appreciate.
Phone after 4p.m. 7585410 or 753-6458.
JEEP Wagoneer, 4
wheel drive, $500. Call
753-9665 after 6p.m.
51 . Campers
21 SHASTA camper,
gas or electric, fully
self-contained. Call 4892306.
52

Boats-Motors

16' POLAR Craft Jon
boat, 25 h.p. Evinnide
motor and 2 axle trailer.
$960. Call 4364342.
53. Services Offered

Personal care
and home for
elderly person.
Call 492-8879

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

MURRAY Appliance &
T.V. for all your T.V.
repair & antenna work.
DRILLING
Excellent work at re
McKenzie To
asonable prices All
Call citillect
work guaranteed. Call
901-311Q 3671 or
753-1V6.
901 352 5704
Free Estimates
0086 lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
ExD & G Builders.
plumbing, fencing. You
perienced builders of name it, I do it. You
houses, garages & buy, I install. You
storage buildings. Call break, I fix. Call 436
474-8000.
2868 evenings.
"FENCE sales at Sears PAINTING=Paper
now. Call Sears 753-2310 hanging, commerical or
for free estimate for residential, Free es
your needs.
timates, References 25
GENERAL HOME years experience,
REPAIR. 15 years ex- Tremon Farris 759-1987
perience. Carpentry, ROOFING, Sorting, ConConcrete, plumbing, crete work, Additions,
roofing, siding. NO JOB Painting, General CarTO SMALL. Free es• pentry. P.A. Molony 753timates. Days 753-6973, 8628. Free Estimates.
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
Metal & Shingles
painting, indoor & outAlumintmi & Vinyl
door. Odd jobs. No job
Siding.
to small. 474-8057.
Free Estimates
GREENhouses, patios,
decks, additions, reCall 759-1600
modeling, energy saving homes. Contracted SEWING Machine Re
or hourly. Solar Home pair. All makes and
Builder, Tripp Williams models. Home & In
M3-0563.
dustrial. Bag closing
GUTTERING by Sears. machines. Also scissor
Sears continuous gut- sharpening. 40 yrs.
ters installed for your experience. All work
specifications. Call guaranteed. Kenneth
Sears 753-2310 for free Barnhill, 7 5 3-26 7 4,
estimate.
Stella, Ky.
HAMILTON Cultured NEED work on your
Marble, tops- sinks - trees? We can beautify
panels, custom made your yard by toping,
vanities. Free Est. 753- shaping, dead-wooding
9400.
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
Yearry's Tree
satisfaction call the
professionals at
& Yard Service proven
Bover's Tree Service Free Estimates
753-0338. The competiPhone 436-2562
tion knows us- you
should too.
753-0789
TREE WORK. Corn
Experienced
plete removal, topping,
INSULATION blown in trimming, stumps
by Sears. TVA ap- mechanically removed.
proved. Save on those Experienced. Larry
high heating and cool- Wood 753-0211.
ing bills. Call Sears
7 53 - 2 3 1 0 for free
A-1 Fireplace and
estimate.
Gas Repair, Chimney
JOINER'S complete
Cleaning, Masonary
tree Service, 32 yrs.
Work, Damper, Hood
experience. Also,
and Firebox. Repair.
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
753-0953
surface. Call 753-0366.
LICENSED Electrician 7W0 enterprising
for residential and young men experienced
commercial. Heating in the skills of home and
and air condition, gas lawn repair service are
installation and repair. willing to come to your
Phone 753-7203.
home. Free estimates.
MITCHELL Paving. We are also qualified to
Commercial, re- winterize your home at
sidential. Large or a very low rate. Call
small. 30 years ex- 759-4793, ask for Brad.
perience. Call 753-1537.
WET BASEMENT? We
MOBILE HOME make wet basements
Specialist Repair, dry. Work completely
leveling, underpinning, guaranteed. Call or
roofs, floors, plumbing, write Morgan Con
wiring, hurricane struction Co: -Rt.- 2, Box
straps. 759-4850.
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
ALUMINUM
WINTERIZE your
SERVICE CO. home- storm windows,
attic ventilation, in
Aluminum and vinyl
sulating, flue in
siding. Custom trim
spections, heat tapes
work. References
Satisfaction guaran
Call WM Ed Bailey
.
teed, free estimate,
753-0689
489-2663.
Irrigation -Residential

CAMPBELL WELL

ROOFING

1 MEN want to do yard
-DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
work. Tree trimming,
Silver
Gold
removal of unwanted
Closed
Closed
trees & shrubbery, mow
5.84
Yesterday
427.20
Yesterday
yards, light hauling &
wood for sale. Free
Opened
Opened
estimates. 753-0880 or
5.65
415.20 Today
Today
759-1683.
.19
12.00 Down
Down
ALL type masonry
Compliments of:
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
sidewalk's, patios, house
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
foundations, new
75.3 7113
chimneys or chimney
W,- buy Gold. Silver a Diamonds
repair. 25 years exWe loan money on anything of value
perience. Free esHours: 10 6 Daily, Closed Sunday
timates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
"A Learning
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Experience
W estinghouse,
AN Subjects
Whirlpool. 25 years
Grades 1 12
experience. Parts and
Jean S. Hurt
service. Bobby Hopper,
_Cyndi S. Cohoon,
Bob's Appliance SerB.S., M A
B.S., M.A.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
753-2356
753-2351 After 5 p.m.
436753-4872,
Business
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair.
washers- dryersrefrigerators- ranges.
air cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 753CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
4089.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
OVER
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
20 YEARS
Brown. Service on gas
E X PE PIE NC E
• 10 W000 CABINET§ &
RAISED PANEL DISRS *
and electric ranges,
•
Birch • 0011 • Walnut • ch.,
microwaves, dis•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
h washers, reKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
frigerators, etc. Earl
•
FURNITURE REFINISHING
CUSTOM BUM FURNITURE 6
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Soo Ow Wesley
•
COMPSTITHII MOS
5341.
753.5940.
CARPET installation, • 409 Sunbury Circle
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO a
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 760-1247.
CHRIS'S Motorcycle
Salvage & Repair. Call
474-2313.
COMPLETE tree work
Topping, trimming or
removing unwanted
trees. Also, remove
stumps 10" below surface Free estimes.
753-5484.
ONTRACTOR• carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
480-2843.
CONVERT your old
home movies to the
convenience of Video
tape. Quick service.
NOME TV & APPLIANCE
Reasonable rates. For
Video a•corovs Cameras I Vs ei
more information call
753-4663
502-753-8363 or 901-642626 Central Cantor
7526

*DERRY'S

•

Come In And Check
Our Full Line Of
Appliances, T.V.'s,
VCR's and Stereos
On Rent To Own
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Study says taxes from Toyota will offset costs

OBITUARIES
Harold Marvin, 85, of
Rt. -6, Murray, died
Thursday at 1:07 p.m. at
his home. His wife, Mrs.
Marie Marvin, died
April 16, 1984.
Mr. Marvin was a
foreman for the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Co. before his retirement. Born July 12,
1901, in Ohio, he was a
member of Russell
Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include two
sons, Bill Marvin, College Terrace Dr., Murray, and Harold Marvin
Jr., Mansfield, Ohio;
two sisters, Mrs. Aruils
Brady, Warner Rob-

Mrs. Bradie White, 94,
bins, Ga., and Mrs.
Ellen Paramore, Green- of Hazel died Thursday
wich, Ohio; two at 9:30 a.m. at West
brothers, George Kline, View Nursing Home.
Lancaster, Ohio, and Her husband, Darwin
Lawrence Kline, Green- White, died Jan. 28,
wich, Ohio; nine grand- 1964.
children; 12 greatShe had been a corgrandchildren.
respondent for "The
The funeral will be Ledger & Times" for
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the many years writing
chapel of J.H. Churchill "Hazel News" column.
Funeral Home. The
Born Aug. 14, 1892, in
Rev. Marvin Napier will Calloway County, she
officiate.
was the daughter of the
late Felete Denham and
Burial will follow in
Sue Denham.
Murray Memorial
She is survived by two
Gardens.
Friends may call at nieces, Mrs. Frankie
the funeral hme after 12 Scheiman, Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mary
noon on Saturday.
Sue Lassiter, Hun-

Jimmy D. McBee
Jimmy D. McBee, 73,
of Rt. 1, Sedalia, died
Thursday at 1:20 p.m. at
Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
A retired farmer, he
was a member of
Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints at Tr -City.
Born Feb. 18, 1913, he
was the son of the late
Henry McBee and Jennie Caldwell McBee.
One daughter, Jeannette Davis, preceded
him in death.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mozelle
Meadows McBee; one
daughter, Mrs. Joyce
Ann Wiggins, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; two sons, Glen
Dale McBee, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, and Gary Lynn
McBee, Rt. 2, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Lela
Vincent, Dukedom,
Tenn., and Mrs. Gladys

Burnett, Rt. 1, Sedalia •
one half sister, Mrs.
Alma Fuller, Elwood,
Ind.; one brother, Carl
McBee, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Ten grandchildren
and six greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield.
Frederick Coltharp and
Joe Green will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Jimmy McBee, Kenny
Wiggins, Darren Wiggins, Mike Davis, Steve
Davis, Jimmy Cates,
Terry Beane and Jeff
Dublin.
Entombment will
follow in Mayfield
Mausoleum.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Friday).

John M. Jewell
Services for John M.
Jewell, father of Mrs.
Brenda G. Watson of
Murray, will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home,
Paducah.
Officiating will be the
Rev. Greg Munyon and
the Rev. Mike Owens.
Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Jewell, 53,
Theobald Road, Rt. 8,
Paducah, died Thursday at 3:32 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was a
home builder and

excavator.
He was an Army
veteran and a member
of Bible Baptist Church.
Born in Lucas, he was
the son of the late
Eugene Jewell and
Katherine Gregory
Jewell. He was preceded in death by one
sister, Edna Aline
Jewell.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Barbara J.
Jewell; one daughter,
Mrs. Watson, Murray;
one son, Alan D. Jewell,
Paducah; two brothers,
Loyce T. Jewell, Mattoon, Ill., and Raymond
E. Jewell, Hammond,
Ind.; three nieces, three
nephews.

MHS Calendar
Monday,Oct. 27
P.T.O. Open House 7 p.m. Student speakers:
Student Council President Marla Ford, Lori
Payne, junior class president.
M.S.U. Program "How to Choose a College of
University", speaker, Paul Radke.
Academic team in a triangular match with
Lone Oak and Heath at Heath.
Soccer playoffs Oct. 27-30.
Tuesday,Oct. 28
"Meet the School Board Candidates" night at
M.M.S. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday,Oct. 29
Activity period: Chess Club, Y.A.C., F.H.A.
and Video Club meet.
Academic team hosts Calloway and Fulton
County, 4 p.m.
Thursday, Oct.30
Student Council and F.H.A. Halloween party,
cafeteria, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Friday,Oct. 31
Marching band departs for Lexington.
"The Game" — M.H.S. vs. Heath, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov.1
State band championship, Lexington.
WSJP #178M.H.S. Homecoming Queen.
Calloway County Speech Tournament.
S.A.T. at M.H.S. Approximately 40 preregistered.

tingdon, Tenn.: several
cousins.
Mrs. White was a
member of Hazel UrIged
Methodist Church
where the funeral will
be Saturday at 2 p.m.
The Rev. Bill Fisher
wth officiate. Music will
be by J.W. and Toni
Jones.
Pallbearers will be
Tom Scruggs, Preston
Perry, Max Brandon,
Joe Adams, Calvin Key
and Ed Miller.
Burial will follow in
Hazel Cemetery with arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call
after 3 p.m. today
(Friday).

The state has pledged
up to $125 million of its
own money to buy 1,600
acres for the Scott County plant and make Improvements to it,
rebuild nearby roads,
train workers and build
a training center.
Legislative Research
Commission economist
Richard Sims told. the
committee that the cost
of the incentive package
over the next 20 years
will be $210.8 million, including interest on
bonds.
During that same
period, Kentucky taxes
from Toyota, its

Horses escape from fire
at Churchill Downs barn

TVA hoping to resurrect
stalled nuclear program
KNOXVIII.F, Tenn. board, the ethics office,
— In an attempt to, _the U4,___N_I!clear
avoid conflict-of - Regulatory Comthasiiin
interest questions, the and congressional
Tennessee Valley offices.
Authority has devised a
The ethics office has
plan to alter the way it said the contractors
uses outside contractors may be violating a
hired to help resurrect federal law prohibiting
the agency's idled government employees
nuclear program.
from awarding business
The plan will put TVA to companies in which
employees back into they have financial ties.
management positions TVA's outside contracts
that have been filled by allowed loaned
private contractors and managers to hire other
will shift the contractors workers from their
into advisory jobs, said parent companies and
William F. Willis, TVA to recommend certain
general manager.
companies' goods or
Willis said Thursday services.
the contracts will be
The new plan did not
rewritten to keep loaned
employees from super- include changing the
vising other workers controversial contract
from their parent com- with TVA's nuclear
panies a practice that power chief, Steven A.
has drawn fire from the White, whose services
U.S. Office of Govern- are provided through
Boston-based Stone &
meat Ethics.
Copies of the proposal Webster Engineering
•
will be sent to the-17W---Corp.

Scholars expecting chaos
after Meese airs his views
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Some legal scholars
say Attorney General
Edwin Meese's views on
Supreme Court decisions and the Constitution would lead to chaos,
while the head of the
American Bar Association says Meese's position would "shake the
foundations" of
government.
In a speech at Tulane
University, the attorney
general said a Supreme
Court interpretation of
the Constitution "does
not establish a 'supreme
law of the land' that is
binding on all persons
and parts of government, henceforth and
forevermore."
Laurence H. Tribe, a
professor of constitutional law at Harvard
University, said Thurs-

workers and economic cidental with rises in indevelopment that can be come and profits.
Sims said his study
directly attributed to
the project will total makes several major
assumptions that affect
$502.35 million.
The amount of taxes the numbers.
First it assumes that
received will be reduced
by $20.1 million if any spinoff plants will
Toyota decides to use in- not receive government
dustrial revenue bonds incentives.
Further, he said no
to finance buildings and
provisions were made
machinery.
The figures are based for calculating the costs
on eventual employ- of other public agencies
ment at the plant of other than state govern3,000 people, plus an ad- ment or for the demand
ditional 2,842 from on public services from
manufacturing plants the new employees.
that serve Toyota,
If those costa were to
wholesale and retail be included, such as
employment and education for the
assorted other jobs. families of the workers,
Those workers will earn the cost to the state
an estimated $164
could outstrip the
million annually and payments, Sims said.
pay $7.87 million in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. said sparks from a taxes annually once
Sims also cautioned
by
used
a
welding
torch,
(AP) — A fire gutted the
they are all in place in that the study assumes
veterinary barn at contractor doing work 1991.
there will be no
Churchill Downs, home in the building, apToyota itself will pay decrease in employof the Kentucky Derby, parently ignited the taxes of $9.5 million ment at the plant, even
but 17 sick horses hous- blaze. Churchill Downs once full operations though the automobile
ed in the structure said the barn, about 50 begin in 1989._.
Industry is historically
years old, was a total
escaped injury.
The amount of taxes subject to wide business
"As far as barn fires loss, estimated at about paid will increase coin- cycles.
go, this is a good one, $350,000.
,
because no horses were
lost," said Dan Parker.
...."
......
F
son, director of operaPfl
ittiLlii.e.
tions at the track.
The fire broke out
about 2 p.m. Thursday
121% unc
and spread quickly Industrial Average
I.B.M.
+01.83
4 +IA
1
53/
1834.36
Ingersoll Rand
through the building fill- Previous Close
18%B 19%A
Jerrico
34% +%
ed with hay. It was Air Products
48% +%
Kmart
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brought under control in American Telephone
Kroger
4
/
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30% -1
less than an hour.
Briggs & Stratton
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4
/
Overnight Trans.
37% + 1,4
Fire investigators Chrysler
76% -11/S
JCPenney
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1
28/
C8X Corp
4
/
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Penwalt
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Dean Foods
+
78%
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Quaker
4A
1
/
13
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Dollar Gen. Store
43.%
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4
/
2 +1
1
66/
Exxon
361/4 +7/5
Texaco
4 -%
1
Ford
58/
89% unc
Time Inc
37% unc
LONDON (AP) — A G.A.F.
4
/
41 +1
U.S.Tobs,cco
JAI
70%
Motors
General
jury found Jordanian
Wal-Mart
44% -1/s
4
/
78% -1
Nezar Hindawi guilty to- GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
131/4 +%
42% +
day of trying to blow up Goodrich
526
C.E.F.Yield
42% +%
an Israeli jetliner with Goodyear

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A study
prepared for the
General Assembly says
the Toyota Motor Corp.
plant and associated
developments will provide almost $300 million
more in taxes than the
cost of the state's incentive package for the
Scott County project.
But the sttar-dy
presented to the interim
joint Appropriations
and Revenue Committee on Thursday did not
put an end to questions
about the real costs and
benefits of Toyota to
Kentucky.

Mrs. Bradie White

Harold Marvin

day that if the attorney
general's position
prevailed, "every
school board in America
which had not been a
party in a lawsuit could
institute official school
prayer."
"Every local government could pass a law
banning abortion, and
chaos would be the inevitable result," Tribe
added.
But Justice Department spokesman Terry
Eastland said Meese
had not been suggesting
defiance of Supreme
Cotirt rulings.
Eastland said the attorney general was suggesting that other btlimches of government and
opponents of the court's
rulings should not be
"shy" in "respectfully
disagreeing."

tee'

ri...

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

Jordanian
found guilty

375 people aboard by
planting a bomb in his
pregnant girlfriend's
luggage.
Judge William MarsJones sentenced Hindawi to 415 years in
prison, saying "terrorists can expect no
mercy."
"This country will not
tolerate the activities of
terrorists," the judge
said. "A more cruel and
callous deception and a
more horrendous
massacre it is difficult
to imagine."
Hindawi showed no
emotion as the sentence
was passed in London's
Old Bailey criminal
court.

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!

TRY US BEFORE YOU BUY!
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
514 S. 12th

ECHO,thePowerfo/Pro-OvalityA/ternatire

1117111,(-EOM
SPECIACagt
B10wer3
Power

Estb. 1956

753-1750

ACTUAL FIRST SESSION

THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE'
You're Invited To Attend Without Cost or Obligation
Monday, October 27th — 7:01 P.M.
Bank of Murray University Branch
North 641, Murray, Krtucky
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
For More Information 753-5171
Accredited by the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
Presented by Charles D. Eubank and Associates, Inc.

Hog market
Federal State Market News Service
October Si, Uhl
Kesilselo Purchase Ares Bog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Statism
Receipts: Aet- INS Zet. ISIS Barrows
011ts sessity Seers sissly.
. 4/111.13348.75
US 1.2 SWIM Lbs.
taw SLOB
RIS.111148.1111
US 1-2 210-12/3 Lbs.
$52.40-52.51
US 2-3 ne-sw Lbs.
1111.1111-12.14
US 2-4 1112:114711 Lbs.
Sows
13114.46-26.82
US 1-2 275-350 Lbs.
3144.111146.44
US 1-3 301-465 Lb..
1144.111141.61
US 1-3 itill-MO Us.
$40-311-111.22
US 1-3 Over MO Lbs
11113.11•44.110
US 2-2 205-014 Lbs.
Boars 187.11114214

753-3366

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSOM

I.

Dal. Carnogie
Fordo,.

BEL-AIR DECOR
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
CARPET —

SALE

CARPET

$200

Per Yd. Off
Any Carpet We'Have
Plush — Commercial
Trackless — Sculptured
Shop Now and Save $2.00 Per Yard

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

Selection of
Wallpaper Books

0410111A1. MOTORS CO011OOATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!

•

• Americas favorite gas powered alternative
to rakes and brooms
• Clear letes clippings dirt light snow
• lightweight well balanced no cord
• Exclusive Pro-Fire' electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Quiet precision 2-stroke engine

,

1979 JEEP CJ-5
Manual Transmission, Cloth Top, Orange in
Color.

$3,000.00

• WAIN
TAYLOR
113461 V

641 S. Mews,

Regular list
Dollar savings
SALE

$169.95
-20.00

$149.95

Be Prepared For Falling Leaves
ECHO

PURCHASS
AREA

'CHEVROLET, INC.

PB 2101

eAst
DIALIR

ALL SEASON'S
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.

30% off
Large Selection of
Stock Wallpaper
$600
$ 1000 $1200
per double roll
iievlsoktyrowirr".1.41.41,W, •

